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Whathappens to a dream deferred?
Does it dry up
Like a raisin in the sun?
Or fester like a sore-
And then run?
Does it stink like rotten meat?
Or crust and sugar over-
Like a syurpy sweet?
Maybe it just sags
Like a heavy load.
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overnor Beasley »*-«
Spoke to Fellowship of Christian Athletes
It was a usual Thursday evening and Clemson
University's Fellowship of Christian Athletes was gath-
ering for their typical 9:19 p.m. meeting. However, on
October 10, 1996, FCA received a surprise visit from a
not so tvpical guest. This guest was South Carolina's
ernor, David M. Beasley. Beasley was in the Clemson
area for a fundraising dinner for State Senate hopeful,
and eventuallyelected,
Thomas Alexander's
campaign. After an in-
vitation from IPTAY's
Bob Mahony, the Gov-
ernor decided to stop




and told of how he be-
i ame a Christian.
Through a persistent
friend's gift of Chris-
tian audio tapes, he
heard ol the love that
[esus ( hrist had tor
him by dving on the
i ross many years ago
for all ol his sins. E\ en
though Beasle) had
heard this story many
times before, this tunc
he was detei mined to
t ind out whv ( !od
cared so much about him. He researched information
about religions because he was interested in what made
( hristianity different from any other religion. In a
ernoi Beasle) wanted to prove to himselfthat
nothin ipecial aboul ( hristianity. However,
through personal studies of ancient extrabibli< al histo
rians such as Josephus, he realized thai there was prooi
othei than jusl the Bible thai fesus existed and was an
actual man. In addition, through personal readings ol
the Bible, Beasley realized that Christianity was not just a
religion but rather a relationship with a loving and a living
Savior who overcame death.
During his college years, David Muldrow Beasley at-
tended Clemson University and played baseball while
majoring in Microbiology. In his junior year, Beaslev ran
for the South Carolina House of Representatives and won.
Years later on [anuary 1 1, 1995, David Beasley took tru
oath ol Office of the Governor of South Carolina. Aj-J
( , overnor, he was aw are that this position ol authority wai
not achieved by himself, but by the grace ol God. There
lore, he should take every precaution not to abuse an\J
power th.it ( ,od gave him.
In conclusion to his speech, the Governor asked all
c Ihristians to pray for the leaders of our schools, churches!
ami government, even though political preferences sucri
as Democrat, Republican, or Independent may vary.
is Student I ilo
Photos courtesy of Doug Gilmore.
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The Council for Exceptional Children (CEC) is an international organization
dedicated to serving individuals with exceptionalities, such as mental, emotional, and
learning disabilities and those who are gifted and talented. CEC was started in 1 922 by
Elizabeth Farrell and was the first unified special education organization. It is now
active across the world with 900 chapters in over 40 countries. There are seventeen
divisions that specialize in the different areas of service for people with exceptionalities.
CEC also offers publications with teaching methods and research on related topics. It
is an advocate fro people with disabilities in both the judicial and legislative arenas.
The Clemson University Chapter ofCEC is very active in our community. We have
sponsored Bowl-A-Thons with the Tribble Center in Seneca, a center that serves
individuals with mental disabilities. They sponsor a Halloween Carnival for the
children from Helping Hands of Clemson and Collin's Children's Homes and partici-
pate in the Crop Walk for Hunger. We have meetings that offer information on specific




Sixty years ago a group of students from North Carolina State University and the College of William
and Mary decided that it was time to expand their small music fraternity. They searched and found Clemson
College, a small military college located in upstate South Carolina. Students who were members of the
music ensembles gladly accepted. On January 16, 1937, the Delta Chapter of Mu Beta Psi was chartered.
Mu Beta Psi is considered on of Clemson University's oldest honorary fraternity. When it was first
chartered in 1937, it was all male. In 1974, Mu Beta Psi's sister sorority, Psi Mu Psi, merged with Mu Beta
Psi and the fraternity became co-ed. The fraternity has remained active ever since.
One of the soul purposes of the fraternity is to promote fellowship among musicians of the various
musical groups, as well as musicians of different schools. Today, Mu Beta Psi houses 9 chapters and is
chartering a 10th. The newest chapter was added this Fall at St. Vincent's College, in Latrobe, Pennsylva-
nia.
Mu Beta Psi is a nonprofit organization that serves not only the University community, but the entire
Clemson University. Fraternity services and fund-raising this year included a drawing for an autographed
football signed by Coach Tommy West, a basketball signed by Coach Rick Barnes, and several car washes.
The fraternity also provided refreshments for the music ensembles after their performances. Also, the
brotherhood helped the Music Department by ushering for the University Concert Series.
To become a member ofMu Beta Psi, a candidate must have completed at least two semesters of any
Clemson University music ensemble, attend weekly pledge meetings, and participate in initiation rituals.
To commemorate Mu Beta Psi's 60th Anniversary, the fraternity held a banquet at the Holiday Inn of
Clemson. There were alumni, speakers, food, and a formal dance. Among those invited were the other
active chapters, Clemson chapter alumni, their guests, and of course, today's active Mu Beta Psi members.





MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR
COMMEMORATIVE MARCH
Clemson University
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jMartin Luther King,
I Have a Dream...
Lift Every Voice and Sing
Lift every voice & sing
—
till Earth and Heaven Ring
Rings with the harmony of liberty
Let our rejoicing rise
—
high as the listening skies
Let it resound
loud as the rolling sea.
Sing a song full of the faith
that the dark past has taught us
Sing a song full of the Hope
that the present has brought us
Facing the rising sun
of our new day begun
Let us march on
till victory is won.
<^v
Martin Luter King, Jr. March £ J 53
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The Golden Years
Clemson's Class of 1947 Remembers
Carl W. Sinclair
Textile Engineering • Whitmire,
South Carolina
Fondest .Memories ofClemson:
"My Senior Year and the G.I. Bill of Rights. 1 didn't
have to wait tables in the dining room - didn't have to
work on the Student Aid Program - only went to school
and had great run with the girl who is now my wife."
Mr. Sinclair is a retired textile engineer and now resides
in Greensboro, North Carolina
James Robert Potter
Civil Engineering • Spartanburg,
South Carolina
Fondest Memories of Clemson:
"Strutting my stuff in the Sunday afternoon parades."
Mr. Potter is retired and now resides in Sugarland,
Texas.
Wilfred E. Lipman
General Science-Physics • Charles-
ton, South Carolina
loudest Memories ofClemson:
"At University of Denver, Graduate School, my profes-
sor stated that classes seemed easy for me, and 1 never
complained about homework. He requested the name of
my undergraduate college. I replied that he probably
never heard ofClemson. He responded, "It is a very
SI I IXT college!" HOW PROUD I WAS!"
Mr. Lipman is /'resident of Charleston Enterprises, Inc.
and still resides in his hometown of Charleston, South
( 'arolina.
Henry E. Crandall
Mechanical Engineering • Clemson,
South Carolina
/ ondest Memo) ies <</ ( 'lemson:
( !lemson .is .1 place and university \\ ill alwaj s elicit
in\ fondest memories and praise. Since I was raised on
ampus .iihI lived within eas) driving distance. My
fondesl memories are giving rat sen ice 1941 1 '
uniformed corps parades on Bowman field and the
entire sophomore class volunteering foi military service
wwil < )n graduation I was broke, bul drank .1 beei to
celebrate had a job in ^sheville starting Jul) I. 1947."
\// Crandall is retired and now resides in \sheville,
\t >i 1I1 < arolina.
fbt~
William T. (Bill) Eggeleston, Jr.
Architecture • Greenville, South
Carolina
homiest Memories oj Clemson:
"Furthered m\ love of art through stud) of
architecture. Me and my snare drum with the
marching band of "Band Company" on Bowman
field. Playing Boogie Woogie on the old piano at
the *'Y". Flying over campus in a B-25 Bomber
from Greem ille Army Air Base. Bid Band dances
with girlfriends from Greenville. Slipping b)
R.O.T.C. guard al night lo run over to the
"Steakhouse" lor a five pound $1.00 Steak."
Mr. Eggleston is currently operating a herb and
vitamin business with his wife in his home in





/ ondest Memories <>l ( 'lemson:
"Some of the happiest years of m\ life, ('lemson
was where I met some ol the most wonderful
people ol the world the South ( larolinians."
\h ( 'amp is currently involved in Farming and




Clemson's Class of 1987 Remembers
Ms. Smith 's current occupations include computer





Fondest Memories of Clemson:
"Dr. John N. Gowdy was my advisor. As a foreign
student, the people, environment, culture were all
new and strange. Dr. Gowdy helped me get
through the hard times and do well in my studies.
That always reminds me of the great time I had
there."
Mr. Ar is currently a software consultant residing in
Westminster, Colorado.
Donald James Bromley
Accounting • Kennett Square,
Pennsylvania
Fondest Memories of Clemson:
"When I think of Clemson, I remember the great
times with my fraternity brothers of Sig Ep, the
intense roar at a Clemson-Carolina game, the trips
to Myrtle Beach and Tiger Town Tavern. The best
thing of all is that I made great friends, had great
times, and attained a great education at the same
time."
Mr. Bromley is currently a CPA and Director of
Accounting and Client Services for a firm in his




Fondest Memories of Clemson:
"My fondest memory of Clemson is all of
the beautiful women."
Mr. Rodatz is currently an MVS Systems
Programmer at Clemson University and still








Fondest Memories of Clemson:
"Making a Clemson game my first college
football game ever - and as a cheerleader no
less. I've never seen so much orange in one
place! Also, the entire four year vacation
was the only time in our lives when we
could truly be carefree. Now that we have
been working for 10 or so years, we can
look back and realize just how reckless we
were allowed, and somewhat expected, to
be. Scary thought!"
The Silver Years
It's Been Twenty Five Years, Yet The
And they exhibit their openmindedness by allowing complete free-
hold an opposing view. If you do, it is because you are young, and
Well, thank God you are young and immature. Be thankful you
elders have acquired in their years of experience. Be thankful you
it like it is, " and have not yet learned to talk in the language of the
And, ifyou
y
re lucky, ifyou survive these four years with your dreams
this country. Ifyou don't who will?
E. Rawson Griffin III, M.D.
FAAFPCMD
Chemistry • North Augusta,
South Carolina
fondest Memories ofClemson:
"The attached quote (listed above) was on front of the
1969 TAPS during my freshman year. It was a time of
conflict, turmoil, and change. This quote has been my
mantra of my adult life and I have Looked to it for
strength and justification for my ideals. I have never
sacrificed my integrity and I have had the opportunity
to meet with Governors, Senators, and a sitting Presi-
dent of the United States. I feel that I continue to help
this country. It nol me, who."
Dr. Griffin is afamily practice and geriatric physician
who resides in Orange Park. Florida.
Frank R. Graybeal, Jr., M.D.
Zoology • Sumter, South Carolina
Fondest Memories oj Clemson:
"Walking to classes on cusp fall days, and long hours
in I oiii' Hall."
In Graybeal is a diagnostic radiologist now residing
in Fuquay Varina, North ( 'arolina
Jay Eichelberger
Electrical Engineering • Mount Dora,
Florida
/ ondest Memories oj ( lemson
w hethei walking 01 riding a bicycle, I was impressed
with the beaut) ol the campus. I especially enjoyed the
garden for the blind."
Mr. Eichelberger is an electrical engineerfor Harris
Corporation. He now resides in Indialantie. Florida.




"We had lost to Carolina all three years before, since
I was a rat (freshman). In 1972, the game was in
Columbia. At halftime, the sumy Carolina band took
the field to spell the halftime score - Carolina 0.
Clemson 14' The cheer from our end/one was
deafening! Final Score: Clemson 17. Carolina 7."
Mr Evans is a shortwave radio station manager in
Bluffton, South ( 'arolina.
William (Bill) Parker
Industrial Education • Maplewood,
New Jersey
loudest Memories ofClemson:
"M\ second life at Clemson involved Mu Beta Psi
and the Tiger ( loncerl and Pep bands. Besides some
great socializing, the winning oi the "Tiger Band
Outstanding Freshman ^i '68" has to rank up there
with plasm;' for Hob I lope with the Sentimental
Jazzmen in Littlejohn Coliseum"
\h Parker is an industrial arts/ technology/C.I.E.
teat her and he resides in \ndover. New Jersey.
Judge Thomas D. Skidmore
















Clemson Class of 1972 Still Remembers
dom ofspeech - relatively completefreedom of speech. Just don't
immature.
have not yet acquired the narrowmindedness and bigotry that your
have not yet sold out to the establishment. Be thankful you still "Tell
politician who uses cliches and double-talk.
and ideals intact, you might, you just might, have a chance to help
- Quote from the 1969 TAPS, the freshman year of 1972 graduates
sey
Fondest Memories of Clemson:
'Winning the "Trustees' Medal," rat haircuts, alma
nater and tiger rag, the hill and rock, pep rallies,
illnighters, fraternity parties, football games, rat
luctions, Greek Week, Tillman tower, Homecom-
ings, intramurals, Coach Howard, panty raids, Study
Hall and Red Carpet, Tigerama, "Y" and Bowman
reaches, Fort Hill and ROTC drill."
Mr. Skidmore is a County Judge who resides in
Wildwood, Florida.
Thomas Blackburn
Technical Operations • Ridge
Spring, South Carolina
Fondest Memories of Clemson:
'Watching the storms roll over the foothills, friend-
ships, learning about life and love, and most of all,
emerging from my rural background to a brave new
vvorld.."
Mr. Blackburn is Group Vice President of the
hesapeake Corporation. He now resides in
Mathews, Virginia.
C. Julia E. Heaton
VI. ED. in Education • Easley, South
^arolina
Fondest Memories of Clemson:
'My first time at Clemson was in the 1960s, as a
nember of those first, on-campus females! We
'broke ground," established lifelong friendships
.vith our males students, as well as fellow females in
the "dorm." To be a part of the "Clemson Tradition" was
well-worth those few scorns we females endured. How
good to return in 1971 for my Master's degree and see
the positive changes, but how good it is to call your old
friends from the 60s and talk and talk about the "good
times at Clemson when. . . " That unconditional support
is the Clemson experience of my memories, and I thank
God for that opportunity."
Ms. Heaton is retired; part-time professor ofLimestone
College. She resides in Easley, South Carolina.
William B. Edwards
Psychology • Johnston, South
Carolina
Fondest Memories of Clemson:
"In Beta Theta Pi fraternity, which was Sigma Kappa
Epsilon local, I was known as "Dick" Edwards. We had
some good times, great parties and would probably be
arrested now for some things (like chaining a fraternity
brother to Winthrop's gates). But, all in all, we turned
out some pretty good guys, and had fun doing it."
Dr. Edwards is a dentist in Newberry, South Carolina
and he lives in Columbia, South Carolina.
Edwin P. Rogers, Jr.
Political Science • Mullins, South Carolina
Fondest Memories of Clemson:
"The fondest memory of Clemson is graduation day."
Mr. Rogers is currently a Marion County Administrator
and is still residing in Marion, South Carolina.
Academics
1 Mr
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Dean KineathKing of the Hill
Thomas Kineath has been at Clemson for twenty-eight years. However with the restructing
of the colleges in 1995, he had to start all over in the position of Dean of the College of
Engineering and Sciences. Dean Kineath accepted the challenge with determination and
hopefulness
When Dean Kineath arrived at Clemson University in 1969, he felt that Clemson was





As Dean of the
and Sciences, Kineath's
and facilitating. As a
resources for donations
tryng to raise support
sources. As a facilitator,
members are able to
Kineath also believes
The university was still
co-education and
certain he would move
Kineath said Clemson
College of Engineering
duties consist of leading
leader, he gathered
and endowments by
from private and public
he ensured that faculty
perform their jobs,
that the most inportant
aspect of being dean is providing the best education for the students.
Dean Kineath hopes to be remembered as a caring and sensitive person. He wants
people to think of him as a leader and someone who did his job well. Perhaps he can best be
summarized by his philosophy on life: "Live life to the fullest. Make your most significant
contributions to mankind and society." Thomas Kineath lives every day by this philosophy.
Michelle Kelley
Dean Kineath









1 896. Clemson students
decided to produce a ere
ative outlet for the student
body. Their creation was The
Chronicle, a hundred year tra-
dition at Clemson. The
Chronicle publishes articles,
stories, essays, poems, and art-
work written and drawn by
Clemson students. The orga-
nization has an office in
Holtzendorff and produces a
fall and spring issue. The
Chronicle has produced and
will continue to produce a lit-
erary magazine for and by the
students. It is a tradition that
needs to be kept.
90 ffj Ai .uli'inu s
9In
1955, Clemson broke with its
military tradition and enrolled
twenty six women in the uni-
versity. Until 1963 women had to
live in their homes because there
was no women's housing. The
university then opened Mauldin
Hall, the first women's dormitory.
By that time, there were one hun-
dred and fifty eight women enrolled
in various majors. Since then, the
number of women has steadily in-
creased with women being almost
half of the student population to-
day. Clemson University celebrated
forty years ofcoeducation in March
1 996. One woman who was one of
the first in 1954 said, "I was so
frightened when I walked into class.
But as I did, the cadets stood up and
applauded. It was then I knew










The 1996 Concrete Ca-
noe team from Clem
son University con-
sisted of a core group of about
twenty Civil Engineering stu-
dents who belonged to the stu-
dent chapter of ASCE. Cap-
tains Nathan Nabors and Doug
Simpson led the team to a fifth
place finish in this national
competition, which consisted
of an oral presentation, a tech-
nical design paper, a display,
and five races (men's,
women's, coed sprint & dis-
tance).
The University of Wis-
consin at Madison played host
to over twenty-five colleges
from across the United States.
This national competition was
sponsored by the American
Society of Civil Engineers and
Master Builders. Over 225
colleges and universities com-
pete in this annual event, but a
majority are eliminated at the
regional level. After winning
the regional competition, the
Concrete Canoe team, along
with advisor Dr. Serji
Amirkhanian. traveled to
Madison this past June.
The canoe, named De-
fiance, as well as the display,
called Castle Defiance, held to
a medieval theme that was also car-
ried over to the actual design report.
The canoe, which was one of the
products of over 5000 hours of work,
was sanded dow n many times before
a color scheme of orange and purple
could be added. The trademark "ti-
ger paw " graced the bottom of the
canoe. Overall, the canoe was about
twenty feet long and weighed ap-
proximately 125 pounds.
The actual competition be-
tween the contestants began with the
judging of each school's display.
Castle Defiance turned out to be a
walk-through display that included
many pictures and graphics, as well
as an interactive computer display
that covered the complete construc-
tion of the canoe. The oral presenta-
tion took place on the second day of
this three day event. The third day
involved the preliminary and the fi-
nal races. Clemson University fin-
ished fifth place in the competition.
Many people may wonder
how a canoe made of concrete can
float in water. Concrete will float
when it is sealed because of the air
voids trapped inside. The shape also
aids in the canoe's ability to float. It
displaces water, similar to a cereal
bowl that floats in a sink. As long as
the canoe remains upright, it will
float. This proves that concrete is not




Clemson:the name inspires scenic landscapes, roaring tigers, ami bajii car racing. Baja car
racing ' Believe il or not. C'lemson I niversity has made its mark in that event Senior mechanical
engineering students in Dr. Law's design class started participating in this event last year. The Baji
Car Design is a competition held in the United States for universities from the U.S.,Canada, and Brazil.
The students took in several factors when they constructed the car. The first was to treat the
vehicle SOlelj as a car I he students had to ensure the car was comfortable, could be mass produced.
and looked appealing. Anothei factOl was treating the vehicle as an engineered structure. The group
;ned the car to be structurally sound and capable of withstanding varying amounts of Stress.
I he car itsell was constructed mainly of steel tubing with some aluminum joints. In order to
raise funds for the project, the students typed a proposal and went to several companies to raise sup
port. I he) also searched lor the least expensive steel tubing thai was sutficcnt lor their design. Stu
dents put in many hours ol work outside o| the three hour course. Many ran practice runs vv ith the baja
motorcai in the parking lot behind the football stadium and the I. IB
I he seniors' hard work paid oil I liev received a second place finish at last year's coinpcti
1 1 on | he Clemson baja motorcai did well in tests ol acceleration, speed, manuverablity, and endur-
ance. Also, in. in;, oi the students received an A in the course.
I ooking oui across campus, you see the various buildings: rillman, Hardin, and Riggs to
name a lew I lowever, look closer and you can see a blur ol color speed bv ( lenison's baja motor car
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North Carolina W11-1,W7 i, W 7-2 H
Georgia Southern L 6-8, L 7-9 H
Charleston Southern W 12-5 H
NC State L 0-18, W 14-0, L 1-4 H
Florida State W 3-0, W 2-1, W2-0 H
Furman W 13-4 H
Georgia Tech W 9-8, L 0-4, W 9-2 A
W 4-0, L 5-6, L 2-7 H
W 7-3, W 6-5, W 5-1, W 6-1
\Y8-3,W J 0-4 A
VV 11-3, W 8-7, W 13-4 H
W4-2 F#L13-32A.
W 8-4, W b-2, W 4
W 18-2, W 9-3 H
L 4-7, L 0-2,W 7-2
W 11-3, L 3-9 H
W 4-0, W 7-0, W 1 1 II
W 8-jiL 2-:™w
W5-4 1 1, L 2-6 A
W 11-0, W 8-0 H,W7-i A















NCAA Baseball |T| 105
BruceJohnston'sLadyTiger
tennis team had another
outstanding season, reaching
the round of 16 at the NCAA
Championships in Athens. Ga.
The squad finished the 1996
season 15-10, 5-3 ACC, and










Rankings. She had a 31-11
singles record and was named
an All-American in singles and
doubles.
Woorons, the ACC Most
Valuable Player, madeClemson
history by reaching the final four
of the NCAA Tournament, the
first time a Clemson player had
done so since 1 983 when Gigi
Fernandez was the runner-up.
Along with her partner Jan
Barrett, an All-American in
doubles, Woorons reached the
final 16 in the doubles
tournament.
The men's tennis team had
quite a different year than the
















The Tigers' bright spot was
the doubles team of Mitch
Sprengelmeyer and Bruce Li.
The duo finished the season at
No. 9 in the Rolex doubles
rankings. The high ranking made
Li and Sprengelmeyer Ail-
Americans.
The Tigers lost to Duke in
theNCAA Region 1 1 Tournament
in Clemson, but finished the
season ranked No. 45 nationally.
Tennis














































































toughest schedules and being ranked
No. 10 in the power rankings, the






managed a feu bright spots.
FourTigerswerenamedtotheAll-
ACC team.
Despite missing three games. Paul
Stalteriscorednine
goals for the sea-
NCAA bid. h l 1 £?e r s son and was named
C 1 e m son © the ACC Rookie
turned in a 5-7-1 U/prp Tiame O of-the-Year.Heled
record against
teams in the top





were ranked in the top five at some point
in the season.
Despite the disappointing finish








lected to the second team. Yenzer led
the ACC in scoring with 17 goals.
Jordan, playing with an injured
ami. Inula 1.31 goals-allowed average.
ummer Yeargin
Sports
The Lady Tigers had another suc-
cessful season, playing host to an
NCAA tournament game for the sec-
ond time in just their third year in
existence. Coach Tracy Leone's
squad finished 15-7-1, 3-3-1 in the
ACC.




prior to the start
of the season, the
Lady Tigers
needed a scorer





by a trio that in-
cluded a sophomore and two fresh-
men.
Freshman forward Jennifer
Crawford led the squad in scoring
with 1 3 points and 32 goals. She was
followed by Beth Keller, a freshman
midfielder, with 1 1 goals and 29
points. Sara Burkett, a sophomore
midfielder, led the Lady Tigers with








The Lady Tigers also got excel-
lent play out ofjunior midfielder Lissa
Mansberry and sophomore striker
Sheri Bueter who returned from a
knee injury to start 20 games and
score 20 points.
The defense was anchored by
goalkeeper Suzanne Putnam, who al-
lowed just 22
goals in 1790









saw the Lady Ti-
gers advance to
the finals of the ACC Tournament
held at Riggs Field where they were
defeated by ACC powerhouse North
Carolina. A week later, once again at
Riggs Field, the Lady Tigers fell 2-1
to Wake Forest in the first round of
the NCAA Tournament. The Lady
Tigers had beaten the Demon Dea-
cons twice during the season by a
combined score of 7-3 before falling







North Carolina 0-2 L
Davidson 4-1 W
Virginia 2-1 W
G. Washigton 2-1 W
South Carolina 2-3 L
Tennesse 5-0 W
I urman 8-0 W
N.C. State 1-1 T
Stanford 1-0 W
Santa Clara 1-2 L
( >eorgia 2-0 W
UNC -( harlotte 3-1 W
Wake Forest 5-2 W
I loi ida State 0-1 L
Duke 1-2 I
Maryland 2-0 w
Men ii 6-0 w
\1.u\ land 2-1 w
WaUe 1 oresl 2-1 w
North ( arolina 1-4 1









North Carolina Jm 3-2 W
Georgia Southern 4-1 ^-j W
Duke 1-2 L
Appalachian St. 6-0 W
N.C. State 0-0 T
Florida INT 0-0 * T.






South Carolina 3-1 W
Maryland 1-0 w






Going "Fore" the Hole!i
Coach Larry Penley con-
tinued his run as one of
Clemson's most successful
coaches by leading the Tigers to
a 14th-place finish in the 1996
NCAA golf Tournament at The
Honors Course in Chattanooga,
Tenn. Clemson has now fin-
ished in the
Maxon tied for
holes in a single round with nine.
He also finished with the second-
lowest score in a single round with
a 65 in the Carpet Capital Classic
in Dalton, Ga., a tournament that
the Tigers won. He finished the
season with five top- 10 finishes.
Junior Richard Coughlin led
the nation with
the most subpar










A 1 1 -
American
Joey Maxon
finished ninth individually to
lead the Tigers to a final Rolex
ranking of eight.
Maxon was just the third
sophomore in Clemson history
to be named All-American. The
Delaware native tied for the












Charles Warren had eight top-
10 finishes, shot a 68 twice and
shot the Tigers' two lowest scores
versus par with a four-under in the
VmglGolfweek and a three-under
in the Palmetto Dunes. He shot the




FaJl in Clemson means one
thing... Tiger football.
The Tigers started the 1997
season with the hope of eras-
ing the memory of the previ-
ous season's disastrous con-
clusion, a 41-0 Gator Bowl
defeat at the hands of the
Syracuse Orangemen.
It didn't happen right away.
To start the season, the Ti-
gers were waxed 45-0 by the
North Carolina Tar Hells in
Chapel Hill in one ofthe worst
Tiger performances ever.
Tommy West's squad re-
boundedfora 19-3 win over
Furman a week later, but the
offense was still nol hitting
on all cylinders. Thai be-
came more evident the
following week when
they lost 38-24 to a w eak
Missouri team.
I Inn first Division 1-A
win came over Wake
I oresl the next Satur-
daj in Death Valley. The
21-10 win evened the
I igers' record at 2-2 just in
time for the powerful Semi-
noles lit Honda Stale to un-
even it. 34-2 in I allahassee.
TheTigers could manage 236
yards oi total offense against
the nation's No. I defense
despite having the ball for
• Hi. in 5 5 minutes,
l he I igers once agai n
bounced back against Duke.
squeezing oul a 13-6 w in on
the Blue l )e\ ils
1 homec om
in:' I hej made it two in a
lou with a hornet oming w in
dI theii own over No. 22
Georgia Tech. 28-25.
The Terrapins ofMaryland
came to town only to be
dominated once again by
the Tigers. Clemson
cruised to a 35-3 win in a
contest that saw the Tigers
don orange pants for the
lust time this season.
Kelton Dunnican's 54-
yard touchdown run in the
fourth quarter iced the Ti-
gers upset of the No. 15
Gamecocks came to
Tigertown for the season fi-
nale. The Tigers led 1 4- 1 3 at
the half, but found themselves
down 34-17 with just over
seven minutes left in the con-
test.
Quarterback Nealon Greene
led the Tigers on two quick
scoring drives and the de-
fense forced the Gamecocks
to give the ball up. Late in the
fourth, the Tigers started at
their own 29-yard line
4 £-1-1-1
• i and drove to the South
1 He Will SeCUred Carohna2()-yaidline,but
-i i Matt Padgett's 37-yardtneSeCOnQ- field goal missed and the
• 1 i 11*1 hated Gamecocks held on
straight bowl bid * win
r» rrv •>") The Titiers' offense
lOr the l lgerS was led b> tailback
Raymond Priester who
rushed for 1 194 yards and six
touchdowns. Fan-favorite
Emorj Smith also added six
TDs. Quarterback Nealon
Greene threw for 1 ,380 yards
and eight touchdovv ns.
The Tigers defense was led
by AU-American linebacker
Anthonj Simmons. Simmons
took part in IM tackles, in-
cluding I 5 tackles for a loss
and seven sacks Mond Wil-
son. I re\ or Prj ce, Rahim
Abdullah and Brett Williams




biggest win of the
season. The Tigers forced
three Cavalier turnovers
and sacked Virginia quar-
terbacks eighl tunes.
The Tigers earned their
fifth straight win with a
40 17 thrashing of N C
State in their highest scor-
ing game ol the season.
I he w in secured a second
straight bowl bid foi the
Tigers
















































For the second consecutive game, Clemson
placekicker Matt Padgett shouldered his team's
chances for victor)
.
Against South Carolina, he missed a potential
game-tying fieldgoal with 1 1 seconds remaining
in the fourth quarter. Against LSU in the Dec. 28
Peach Bowl. Padgett's 52-yard attempt was
blockedwith just over one minute remaining in
the fourth quarter. LSU won 10-7.
A false start penalty extended the kick to the
limit of Padgett's range. Facing third-and-one
from the LSU 30-yard line, Clemson jumped
offsides and failed to convert on their next play.
One play later. Clemson left the field with
their second bowl loss and heartbreaker in a row.
"I really hate losing." wide receiver Kenya
Crooks said. "Losing is like death to me."
Despite the defeat, Clemson football gained
another legend.
Raymond Priester. the Tigers' pounding
runner, became Clemson's all-time leading
rusher. The junior tailback gained 151 yards on
25 carries to break Kenin Rower mark of 2,914
yards.
In typical Priester fashion, he gamed the
yardage without long, flash) runs, but with
endurance- one 5-yard cart) after another. His
longest carry from scrimmage was 34 yards.
"If I could. 1 would trade it all back for a
victory today." Priester said. "1 did all right,
but we didn't win, so I guess I didn't do
enough."
Priester is the first Clemson back to tally
two 1 ,000-) aid seasons. He has amassed 3,010
yards in Ins career. Priester also set a new
Clemson record with his 12th career 100-yard
game, and he broke his own single-season
rushing record. Priester gained 1,345 yards
this season. Last year, he broke Clemson's
single season mark with 1.322 yards.
Penalties shackled the Tigers throughout
the game. For example, in the second quarter,
a late-hit and a pass interference penalty sparked
the LSU drive which resulted in the game-
winning field goal.
"We made way to many mistakes penalty
wise to win the ball game." Clemson head
football coach Tommy West said. The Tigers
committed seven penalties for 69 yards.
"Once you have the momentum you have
to keep the momentum, and we didn't do that,"
Greene said. "Wehad a lot ofoffsides penalties,
I didn't make the right check sometimes, and we
dropped a couple of passes. You can't do that
against a good football team, especially in a bow 1
game."
Although Clemson's defense struggled against
LSU's passing attack, the) managed to contain
the Tigers' primal) rushing weapon. All-SEC
running back Kevin Faulk. He gained onl) 64
\ aids on 23 carries.
Tiger linebacker Anthony Simmons and
defensive end Trevor Pryce anchored Clemson's
defensive efforts. Simmons tallied 10 tackles,
including one for a loss, and Pryce recorded six
tackles with three for losses.Strong safer) Antwan
Edwards led the Tigers with 1 1 tackles.
Compared to last season's 41 -point Gator
Bowl pasting. Clemson's defense was much
improved.
"Last year, 41-0. this year, 10-7." Simmons
said. "We're just about there, but not quite."
Clemson punter Kevin Land set two Peach
Bowl records. Laird booted the longest punt in the
bowl game's bistor) with a 63-yard kick in the
fourth quarter. In addition, his 10 punts in the










I'm Getting Lucky Tonight!
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FIRST ROW(L to R): Meg McKinney, Laura Profit, Kristin Tomlinson, Carrie Ann Thomason, Brook Yates, Robyn Floyd,
Karen McLaughlin. Jayne Boger,Beth Gillane, Jill Stecher, Emilie Gallucci, Marey Kaufman. Kelli Dorr. Allison Gore. SECOND
ROW: Christen Holmes, Laura Little, Jessica Hoffman, Traci Nelson, Frances Darden, Meghan Limbrick,Rebecca Patrick.
Jennifer Babb, Nicole Constantine. Amanda Hollifield, Cheri Dapprich, Amy Thompson, Kristin Cleveland, Kelly Jadlot. Layla
Tyler. Sarah Rummel, Amy Caudle. THIRD ROW: Sally Badgley, Krystal Jones, Sharon Moore. Christine Church. Kelly
Wetherington. Deanna Sink, Jess Sykes, Susan Parker. Katie Hunter, Crystal Hammond, Melanie Beckham.Carrie Raines. FOURTH
ROW: Brantlie Wolfe, Stacie Pye, Brooke Gibson, Andrea Pandeloglou, Kim TurneiySohya Shankle, Ashley Wiles. Tiffany
Weber, Heather Graham, Jill Todd, Meredith McRae. Meghan Graves, Bridie O'Brien, Danielle Ramesy. Ann Raines, Shelly
Perron, Christina Bader, Nancy Diebler. FIFTH ROW: Allison Jordan, Marisa Drnerich, Monica Hallman, Jenny Chapman,
Jennifer Bray, Rissy Sutherland, Stacey Wallace, Wendy Crumpler, Kathryn Slott, Lori Turner. SIXTH ROW: Lindsay Garrison,
Stephanie Suter, Sarah Mitchener, Elizabeth Mrock/.a, Jenni Crawford, Christy Thompson, Lilly Thompson. Christina Lund,
Amy I .eflcr. Amy Poston, Jennifer Mills, Michelle Ko/.ik, Kristin Skipper, Trish MacNally, Jamie Setzler, Sally Ann Kirett, Laura
Mueller. Kate Myers. Carnille Dudney, Jennifer Sofio. SLVNTII ROW:
Kristy Palmquist, Kelly Anselmo, Erin Williamson, Amy Parmenter, Beth Hoover, Liza Payne, Meredith Starkey, Kristin Stevenson,
Angie Evans, Karen Collins, Joy Graydon, Mandy Carson, Heather Dotson, Carla Robinson, Tiffany Yancey. FIRST ROW:
( hi is Hynoski. Regina Hatch. Mandy Robinson. Julie Griffin, Beth Halsey, Christie Gladden, Holly Womble. Laurie Noonan.
Katie Keaton. Hillary Keyset ling, Kara Emmerling, Heather Yancey, Nika Daly, Holly Decker, Marika Hurler.
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SENIORS
LEFT to RIGHT(Top to Bottom): Kara Emmerling,
Katie Keaton, Beth Halsey, Joy Graydon, Meredith
McRae, Amy Poston, Angie Evans, Laurie Noonan,
Nicole Parrisjennifer Mills, Amy Lefler, Holly
Decker,Sonya Shankle, Jill Todd, Lori Turner,
Heather Dotson, Nika Daly, Holly Decker, Tiffany
Yancey,Monica Hallman, Christy Thompson, Lilly
Thompson, Jennifer Sofio, Julie Griffin, Karen
Collins, Christie Gladden.
OFFICERS
FRONT ROW: Meredith Vey (Panhellenic),Lori
Turner (President)Jenny Chapman (VP Fraternity
Relations). SECOND ROW: Hillary Keyserling (VP
Chapter Relations), Lindsey Garrison (VP
Finance),Katie Myers (Communications),Kathryn
Slott (VP Intellectual Development). NOT
PICTURED: Christie Gladden (Rush
Chairman), Julie Griffin (VP Membership
Development),Laurie Noonan (VP Education).
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TIRS'I ROW(l-r): Tracy Simons. Elizabeth McGowan, Alexis McCanless, Catherine Stipe. Leslie Brewer. Man' Catherine Smith. Farah Leamanj
Ashle) Morris. Shannon Smith. Kelly Hagen, Susie Turner. Lea Lynch. Andrea Casto, Katherine Polk. Caci Riddle. Kylie Ferguson, Elizabeth
Kidd. Ellen Hepfer, Margie Brown. Kelly Beltram, Elizabeth Bruce, Michelle Lanphier SECOND ROW: Taryn Sims. Joni Murrell. Karrie
Whiteside. Kristin Doege, Macie Bearden, Mariame Herr, Gina Dorsel, Meredith Clark, Laurel Owens. Andrea Hendriek. T.K. Barnett. Tare
Thames, Lauren Pfister, Robyn Johnson, Lelieia Merryman, Jennie Farthing, Ansley Greene, Kelli Bass. Case) Harvey, Reagan Albers, Flinor
McCrady, Sarah Troup THIRD ROW: Laura Harrill, Tricia Mauney, Leigh Gobbel, Alice Wehman, Lisa Gooldrup, Jodie McMillan. Mindy Long,
Cameron Crawford, ANna Reeves. Erica Wilson, McCay Higgins, Mary Frances Kerr. Janet Burtnett, Lindsay Royd, Haden Mclnnis, Ashley
Gordon. Mary Margeret Johnson, Prentice Dobson, Leslie James. Allison Aldridge. Ramsey Bova FOURTH ROW: Jenny Reardon, Nanc) Petersj
Wend) Peters, Debra Bright. Ellen Corley, Meredith McKinncy, Rachel deBrauwere, Susan Hale. Jodie Farthing, Amanda King. Katie Burns,
Courtne) Sullivan, Jeannie Noven, Leslie Crawford, Sharon Ha/el. Jamie Derrick. Tie! Terry, Lindsaj Buckner, Rebekah Ki/is FIFTH ROW:
Cele i Si "ii Marni Vincent, Erin Eads, Kelly Rodman, Becky Hall. Catherine Frank, Allison Watts. Sarah Roach. Kimberly Clark. Shannon
Smith, Julie Anderson, Rhonda Murray. Kendall haul. Kristin Da\is. Melissa Paulk, Katie Odem. Jen Mellon. Jocelyn Rogers. Cortney Kinney,
Ashle) Cowden SIXTH ROW: Coran Cleaveland, Kiersten Gens, Greta LeMaster, Caroline Smith, Mary Traywick, Britton Copeland, Kathryn
l.r.loi. Amj Cloaninger, Jennifei Zier, Kristin Long. Kristen Brown, Minde Latham. Suzanne Gramling, Kim Riker SEVENTH ROW: Anitra
Iiiiiki lulie lolmsoii. Allison Glenzer, Heather Villeponteaux, Elizabeth Harris. Whime) Fuller, Lauren McClure, Am) Tischler, Beth McCoy,
Millie Feagin, Heather Manske I ina ( laeta, Liz Jacobs. Jamie Johnson. KeiraAitken, Tracy Bellamy, Katie Ferralis, Jamie Ankney, Holly Brown,
i Walther, \shle) Cropp, Danielle Doolin, Anselle Blackmon, Mand) King
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Seniors
FIRST ROW (1-r): Ashley Cropp, Rhonda Murray. Wendy Peters, Cameron Crawford,
Mindy Long, Celeste Scott, Jodi McMillan, Lisa Gooldrup SECOND ROW: Coran
Cleavland, Jenny Reardon, Kiersten Gens, Nancy Peters, Laura Harrill, Julie Johnson,
Leigh Gobbel, Jamie Johnson THIRD ROW: Keira Aitken, Kimberly Clark, Jen
Melton, Jennifer Zier FOURTH ROW: Anselle Blackman, Holly Brown, Greer
Walther, Mandy King, Marni Vincent, Julie Anderson, Mary Traywick, Allison Glenzer,
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iI IRST ROWI id R): Joanie MacLean. Lisa Bower. Leslie Beard, Ta\lor Pelick. Lauren Beadle. Amelia Emanuel. Amy Jrisher. Mandy
Oodlrey, I.ori Johnson. SLCONDJ ROW: Kell> Wilburn, Lara Walker. Angela Park. Kathenne Maicjunas. Jennilei Wright, kaiie Do\le.
Am\ Brown, Belli Brust. Chelsea Jones. Susan Bachman. Bene Jean Itoggetl. THIRD ROW: Lihby King. Jill Roper, Sarah Sieherman.
Barbi Sanders. ( 'arrie Barr, Sandra Childs, Beth Ansley, Shelley Beard. Jennifer Newton. Joy Johnson. Lisa C'o\. I OUK'l H ROW: Leilani
MeClenny. Can irAnihony, Amanda Arendale. PatriciaLand, Christine Schneider, Christine Bywaier. Denise Gumhue, Andrea Jones. Marian
Woolen, Monica Dully Dawn Sanjnwski. M E*r*» rr*
t* w
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FIRST ROW(L to R): Tara Walker, Amy Fisher, Katherine Matejunas,
Joy Johnson. SECOND ROW: Beth Brast, Sarah Sichermaff, Chris-
tine Bywater, Patricia Land, Christine Schneider.
FIRST ROW(L toR): Angela Park (Ritual Coordinator). Leslie Beard
(VP-Membership Development), Amy Fisher (Panhellenic Delegate).
Susan Bachman (Public RelationsJCoordinator), Lori Johnson (Ac-
tivities Chairman). SECOND ROW: Tara Walker (Social Coordina-
tor), Kelly Wilburn (Publications Coordinator), Amy Brown (Alumni
Liaison), Jennifer Newton (VP- Recruitment), Joy Johnson (VP-Schol-
arship), Mandy Godfrey (Assistant Treasurer), Lisa Cox (Treasurer).
THIRD ROW: Libby King (Parliamentarian), Marian Wooten (Sec-
retary), Andrea Jones (Courtsey Note Coordinator), Leilani McClenny
(Assistant Panhellenic), Carrie Anthony (President), Sarah Sicherman
(Sisterhood Coordinator), Patricia Land (Membership Coordinator).
Christine Schneider (Property Manager).
J




FIRST ROW: Mervin Williams (Secretary), Ryan
Heyward (Vice-President). Lawton Brown (Presi-
dent). Rudy Simmons (Membership Intake Chair-
man). SECOND ROW: Bobby Clark (Advisor).
Zach Williams (Director of Education). Reggie Keys
(Historian). Horace Jenkins (Treasurer). Christopher
Kelley (Chaplin). Rodney Dinkins (Parlimentarian)
k ^»"
FIRST ROW(L to R): Roddey Dinkins. Michael
Hollis, Lawton Brown, William Robinson. Rudy
Simmons, Bobby Clark. SECOND ROW: Paul
Streater, Mervin Williams, Edric Stephens, Jabbar
Miller, Horace Jenkins. Reggie Keys, /.aeh Williams.
THIRD ROW: Kelvin Brooks, Christopher Kelley.






First Row: left to right: Robert Pilaud,
Jason Dukes, Lee Todd, Matthew Jillson,
Kelly Judson, Anderson Bonar, Jack
McKenzie, Ryan Somerville:Second
Row: ryan Brown, Jim Kiffney, Jason,
Alizzi, Tom Owen, Scott Tortora, Hunter
Montgomery, Jeff Sheets, Ben Fisher,
Kevin Malcolm O'Neal: Third Row:
Kevin A. Kauer, Mike A. Beaudreau,
Michael B. Scalise, Drenen P. Tucker Jr.,
Kenneth W. Ayers, Steven Burdette, Pat
Nelson, Jason Brasile, Joel Dale: Fourth
Row: Joe DelCollo, Wilma Filnstone,
Barney Rubble, John Dillinger, Rambe
Stallone, Strom Thurmond, Bruce lee,
Kevin Mizell, John Bailey
Alpha Phi Omega Officers: First Row:
Jason Dukes, Membership V.P,;Kelly
Judson, Treasurer; Lee Todd, Sergeant -
at-Arms: Robert Pilaud, President; Hunter
Montgomery, Bylaws; Ryan Somerville,
Scouting: SEcond Row: Ryan Brown,
Social V.P; Tom Owen, Communications;
Kevin Malcolm O'Neal, Public Relations
Chairman; Donald A. Ungefug, Service
V.P; Jeff Sheets, Historian
4
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Officers
FIRST ROW (l-i-): Valerie Turner (Vice-
President), Caroline Martin (Pledge
Trainer) SECOND ROW: Cassie Cagle
(Panhellenic Delegate), Mandy Sturmfelz
(Treasurer), Erin Cannon (Secretary),
Allyson McKibbin (Social), Kirstie COx
(Rush) THIRD ROW: Ashleigh Ander-
son (Personnel), Shannon Morris (Presi-
dent), Amanda (Head Pumba)
ISO £ jt Creeks
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Seniors
FIRST ROW (1-r): Kelsey Huddleston,
Blaire Menichetti, Ashleigh Anderson,
Amamnda Darby, Susan Burr, Laurie
Campanaro, Shannon Morris SECOND
ROW: Amy Yonce, Kimberly Gray,
Kirstie COx, Mandy Sturmfelz, Megan
Donlon, Terri Betris, Marry Ellen
Chopoorian, Amy deBoisblanc THIRD
ROW: Amber Saunders, Heather Oakley,
Amanda Graves, Susan Daniel, Lauri
Lieberman, Julie Schoen, Diane Rya
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First Row: Left to Right: Jennifer Kunz, Dawn Chylko, Sarah Bunte, Kate McGueen, Kristen Zygar, Tara Burke, Donna Ferrando,
Su//anne K. Tenenzapf, Nieole DiCieco, Susan Phillips, Tiffany Kirkland, Beth Li/.un, Katie Myers, Jenny Hutto, Jaekie Talbert,
I .cc Ann MArts, Lauren Galbiati: Second Row: Cara Baumhardt, Carolanne M.V. Hines, Elizabeth Eiseustaedt, Andrea Freeman,
Rachel Poll, Christine (lore, Lori Aiken, Ann Dasenbrock, Andrea White. Chandra McCall, Carolyn Trexler, Nichole Silkworth,
Jennifer Anderson, Kimberly Silkworth, Chandra Bolduc, Theresa Boyee, Lori Goodwin:Third Row: Kelly Vandei Veen, Jennifer
Clinic. Meagan Swingle, Nicole Keening, Joy Blanton Scurry, Janna WiddyMarianne Peltier. Amber Duckworth, Lauren Vann,
Megan Callalan. Nulanie Thrill, Kristen Bono, Valerie Serijan, Tanya Jelinek, Brenna Johnson:Fourth Row: Kyra Lutz, Tatem
Weber, 'I ami Vaught, Maureen Lynch, Kimberly Black, Julie Dabkowski, Angela Schimi/ze, Aillen Jeffries, Susan Myers. Lisa
Bassett, Melissa 1 lack. Cheryl Boyd. Melissa Gimbel: Fifth Row: Sara McKay, Mclanie Wall, Alicia McKeag, Jessica Boulware,
Nicki Taylor, Michelle Liebe, Aimee Sullivan, Jill [mparato, Katherine Fuller, Jody Nix, Rebecca Breazeale
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Officers: First Row: Left to Right: Meagan
Swingle, Public Relations; Nicole
Koening, Corresponding Secretary; Katie
Myers, Activites; Kristin Zygar,
Recording Secretary; Suzanne K.
Tenenzapf, Social; Christine Gore,
Panhelenic Exec; Tara Burke, V.P. Social
Standards: Second Row: Sarah Bunte,
Asst. Panhelinic; Cara Baumhardt, Ritual
Chairman; Kyra Lutz, V.P. Programing;;
Kate McQueen, V.P. Scholarship; Jill
Imparato, Honor Board; Rachel Poll,
Parliamentarian; Donna Ferrando, House
Manager
Seniors: First Row: Left to Right: Kristen
Zygar, Tara Burke, Donna Ferrando,
Suzanne K.Tenenzapf, Nocole DiCicco:
Second Row: Elizabeth Eisenstaedt,
Rachel Poll, Christine Gore, Lori Aiken,
Ann Dasenbrock: Third Row: Carolanne
M.V Hines, Andrea Freeman, Joy Blanton
Scurry. Janna Widder, Marianne Peltier
Delta Gamma 155
F ARMHOUSE
First Row: Left to Right: Nathan
Youell, Thorn Copeland, Robert
Carpenter, Chuck Harris. Brian Martin.
Ryan Yurcaba. Michel Colwell. Patrick
McElderry:Second Row: Mark Kwist,
Charles Schroeder. Mark Lane, Mike
Bryant, John P. Bengier, Thomas
Quisenberry, Charles Kuy Kendall,
Scott Koenig: Third Row: Ben
Larange, Tommy Haff. Billy Mack,
Christopher Chesnut, George Nickles,
Jeffery Buttler, Russell Randies, J.
Lowell Haynes, Daniel Lagrange
156
Officers: First Row: Left to Right:
Robert Carpenter, House Manager;
Thorn Copeland, Treasurer; Patrick
McElderry, Pledge Ed.:Second Row:
Michael Colwell, Vice President;
Chuck Harris, President; Thomas
Quisenberry, V.P. Rush; not pictured
Eric Blake, Secretary




FIRST ROW (1-r): David L. Lee III, Ernie Ravenel, Jason Walter, Hank Sanders, Ernie Reed (Culinery Direc-
tor), Walter Goldsmith (Treasurer-Ex Officio), Jeff Laney, Hen-re' Moore SECOND ROW: Michael Cantanese
(President), Drew Hyche (Historian), Madison Wyche, Jay Weaver, Bennet Griffin, Jason Burbage, McCall
Swink (Recording Secretary), Lawton R. Smith (Rush Chair), Hunter Coffer, Will King THIRD ROW: Shane
Wharton, Chris Caughman, Jason Blanton, Robertson Allen, Billy Connell (Corresponding Secretary), Patrick
McDougal, David Segars, Walker Daves, Patrick Sapp, Tad Miller FOURTH ROW: Billy Cecil, Jack Tobias,
Steve Schott, Fred Riley, Paul Beeson, Blair Babweck, Kevin McDougal, George Dawson, Chris King FIFTH
ROW: Daniel Hunter, Henry Clarke, Freddy Faircloth, James Moss, Worth Beacham, Matt Eaves, Blair Herbert,
Philip Lowe, Jeff Edwards, Rob Eney, Reese Daniel SIXTH ROW: Woody Swink, Kyle Walter, Braden
Stoneburner, Henry Sauls
I
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FIRST KOW (l-r): Andy Shuler, Weston I lopkins, Doc Smith, .lay Thompson, Carter Hollis, Joe> ( lasque, Wade Conner,
Chris Johnson, Daniel litis SECOND ROW: Brentley S. Dampier, Chris League, Brook Dixon, Jason Hannah, Matthew
Hodge, Will Fleming, Bryan Young, Dave Burbank THIRD ROW: Grey Moore, Bill Wilkins, Heath Campbell, Jarrod,
Beddingfield, Andy Merrick, Tim Howe. Benjy Norton FOURTH ROW: Hen Sease, David Dabney, Anthony Stith, Trey
Riggan, Robert Young, John Dunlap FIFTH ROW: Edwin Corning, Scott Sappenfield, Kevin Alewine, Chad Walker,
Kevin Ham, Jay Beeson, Michael Parent, Chris Woods. Dave Burbank Greg Hertwig, Jeff Cannon, Brian Pate, Tommy
Trickett, Pete (oilier. Brail Mitchell, Eric Simonton, Josh Ward, Ron Jeremy
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(Guard), Bill Wilkins (Social)
SECOND ROW: Carter Hollis
(Vice-president), Michael Parent
(Pledge Educator), Wade




Seniors:First Row: Sara M. Dugger. Megan L. Rau,
Lauren Ogg, Lori C. Major, Amanda Duncan,
Heather Samson. Danielle Kolb. Second Row: Sally
Traywick, Alexis Bacon. Liz Luchini, Lanie Shuler,
Bridgett Burns. Shelley Ricketts, Ami
Lupisella.Third Row: Angela O'Neal, Kristen Kohler,
Tara Martin. Jennie Merritt, Karyn Weil. Shelley
Summers. Amy Keelen, Mandy Freeman, Fourth
Row: Sara Gunderson, Candace Bagnal, Megan
Mclntyre. Amanda Sarvis, Mariann DiNunzio
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Officers: First Row: Left to Right: Mary Beauchen,
Second Vice President; Amanda Duncan, President;
Ruthann Conoley,First Vice President,: Second Row:
Megan Gunter, Activities Chair; Jen Evens,
Recording Secretary; Lisa Marsiglio, Corresponding
Secretary; Kristine Heffelfinger, Social; Angela
O'Neal, Marshal: Third Row: Lindsey Satterfield,
Philanthropy; Lori C. Major, House; Coleman
Ellenberg, Registrar; Amanda Sarvis, Rush; Ami
Lupisella, Membership: Fourth Row: Courtney
Ragnitt, Pledge Trainer; Jamie Griggs, Schloarship;
Elizabeth Tucker, Panhellenic; Jennifer Stemen,
Public Relations; Kristen Kohler
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L AMDA Chi A LPHA
FIRST ROW< L toR): Andy Brown, Zacahriah Overby, Zane Whiteley (Vice-President), T.J. Way (President). Crai^ Mealy. Todd
Titus, Keith May. SECOND ROW: John Martinelli, David Berry, Josh Howard, Brandon Scott, Brian Coker, Eric Thome,! y
Robert Rettew, Brad Rochford, Daniel Cipriani. THIRD ROW: Rob Christie, Christopher Litwin, Michael Bradford. Mike ||Lon
McCollum, Adam Busch, Tye Pettay, Dan Lrimore, Dan Heuer, Charlie Smith, Matthew Wisenbaker.
OFFICERS:
I I RST ROW: Zachariah Overby (Standards) SECOND ROW:
T.J. Way (President), Zane Whiteley (Vice-President) THIRD
ROW: Eric Thome (Treasurer), Christopher Litwin (Secreatary
)
FOURTH ROW: Brian Coker (Scholarship)





(LEFT to RIGHT): Christine Gore (Secretary),
Meredith McRae (Treasurer), Celeste Scott (Presi-
dent), Jen Diak (Vice-President), Jen Moon (Schol-
arship), Buffy Head (Public Relations).
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FIRST ROW(L to R): Janet Burtnett, Leigh Ratteree, Amie Grimes, Elizabeth Tucker, Low Pusser, Jane Cramer, Christi Harmon,
Amy Fisher, Angela Rogers, Andrea White. SECOND ROW: Lindsay Stovall, Holly Brown, Jen Diak, Meredith Vey, Stacey
Meetze, Meredith McRae, Christine Gore, Buffy Head. THIRD ROW: Amy Campbell, Kelly Hole, Jamie Campbell, Renee
Frank, Sarah Bunte, Lori Turner, Amanda Duncan, Kathleen Andersen. FOURTH ROW: Renee Marino, Beth McCoy, Lisa
Sears, Cassie Cagle, Celeste Scott, Lenzie Phelps. FIFTH ROW: Elizabeth Eisenstaedt, Carrie Antnony, Amanda Graves, Melanie
ilLombardo, Jen Moon, Carla Robinson, Julie Siman, Leilani McClenny.
Pi K APPA A LPHA
FIRST ROW (l-r): Chad Johnson. Jason Gentry, James Anderson, Tripp Young. Matt Hawthorne. Jason Largey, Ethan Bellamy,
Pee Wee Price. Bubba Britton. Travis Abercrombie SECOND ROW: Kin Bilton, Drew Collins. Matt Arrants. Shane Ackerman,
Ryan Reeves, Mathew Bostick, Matt Crum, Heath Muzlay THIRD ROW: Sean Davis, Carl Owens, Chris Hott. Jared Garreaux,
Eric Jordan, Trevor Mendelsohn. John Whetzell, Michael Rider EOURTH ROW: McKenzie Solomons, Blake Thomas. Trey
Tolbert, Brian Casey, Mark Livinston. Tim Huber. Brian Mobley. Kyle Parker, Ryan Newell FI1TH ROW: Paul Green, Chris
Murr. Jared Smith, James Schildknecht, Eric Shufelt, Rick Taylor, Eric Pennypacker, K.C. Rennie, Jamie Easley, Brent Fleming
SIXTH ROW: Scott McMahon. Russ Smith, Ryan Anderson, Brody Smith, Jason Simpson. Ryan Ritter. Jason Pennypacker.
FIRST ROW (l-r): Brian Case)
(Vice-President), Matt Hawthorne
(Vice-President) SECOND ROW:
Bubba Britton (President). Chris
Hott (Secretary), Mathew Bostick
(Sargenl at Anns). Jared (iarreaux
(Treasurer)
170 £K ( .ivrks
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Pi Kappa Alpha and Phi Delta Theta 171
FIRST ROWtL to R): D.J. Kreal, Jason Clayton, Scott Thompson, Robert McCants, Ryan Kurek, Holt Chetwood, Jonathan pi
Blume, Ryan Burnett, Justin Mullins, Vince Northcutt, Marshall Eaterling, Whit Norris, Billy Wilson, Nelson Wills, Jennifer
Carries. SECOND ROW: \<cc(\ Griffith, Steve Chesley, Bryson Tucker, Thomas Anderson, Matt Eskridge, Josh Tiller, Brie
Newton, Jim Hendrix, Vance Livingston, Wil Brasington, Todd Abrams, Jeff Sparwasser, Alex Ramos. THIRD ROW: Charlie
Par]
172 ( Greeks
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Covington, Jake Cluverius, Key Collins, Wes Gamble, Ted Swann, Cary Moore, Jason Stone, Mick Stanley, Shawn Fry, George
Bennett, Adam Eichelberger, Lynn Tootle, Kevin Creedon. FOURTH ROW: Andrew Clark, Richard Howard, Brian Bever, Bob
31ackeney, Champ Madigan, Robert Boozer, Hoyt Burnett, Noan Tolson, Roger Hook, Matt Hines, Brad O'Neal, Jason O'Dell,
Sill Wetmore, Jason Scott. FIFTH ROW: Tim Lewis, Robert Covington, Ian Guerry, Brian Odum, Richard Horton, Brayden
5
arks, Patrick Norris, Charlie Kernaghan, Michael McDonald, Austin Livingston, Thad Tuten, Josh Segars, Michael Giusti,







Tau Kappa Epsilon ffj 175 {IM
Z eta Phi Bet a
(LEFT to RIG! IT): ReGina Polite (Vice-President), Karen Moore (President), Kindra Simon, Kimberly Tillman





Row 1) Nancy Martin, Stacey Brennan, Avery Willis, Amy Hook, Anne Marie Murray, Jennifer Lowe,
?arah Carlino, Christi Harmon, Fran Eskew, Jennifer Gottlieb, Ashley M. Collier, Laurin B. Smith, Jamie
lampbell, Laura Garrett, Danielle Webster, Laura Bellum, Brooke Petty. (Row 2) Branch Hodges, Lesley
\nnis, Melissa Hughes, Ami Iseman, Emily Vestal, Jennifer Hooks, Dana DuRant, Shannon Hicks,
Dana Steen, Amy Vaughn, Brantley Smith, Mindy Brewer, Megan Martling, Carrie Crater, Miranda
.ane, Ashley Clark, Stacey Meetze, Meredith Lane, Tonda Andrews, Erica Seastrunk, Emmy Jones.
Row 3) Summer Skidmore, Kim Comprini, Ryan Mitchell, Leslie Johnson, Amy Cranmer, Kelly
Sinclair, Farrah Sullivan, Jodie Fotia, Stephanie James, Kim Landree, Kendra Worley, Brandi Slaton,
^ena Hilyer, Sarah Krewson, Emily Ratchford, Elizabeth A. Earl, Rebeka Barr, Holly Colvin, Jennifer
D'Rourke. (Row 4) Alicia Reed, Meg Pettit,Amy Chase, Tonya Andre, Ashley Reese, Jessica Harwood,
Damon Mock, Mollie Richardson, Leigh Ido, Nancy Swanson, Jamie Cross, Jennifer Nunes, Brooke
Harrison, Angela Howell, Jennifer Manry,Ashley Peery, Christine Lake, Sheryl Stasiowski, Buffy Head.
Row 5) Courtney Edwards, Stacie Koon, Lindsay Smith, Shea Smith, Emily Brown, Charlotte Barry,
Ihristina Manos, Mary Lyn Ogletree, Angela Clark, Candice Carpenter, Robin Mayhood, Buffie Bell,
^atricia Moose. (Row 6) Rebecca Richter, Elizabeth Stokely, Lindsay Tapp, Hope Hamilton, Lindsay
vlurdoch, Christina Singletary, Hila Hunter, Kristi Abercrombie,Amy Harrison, Ansley Foster, Megan
Mien.
Zeta Phi Beta and Zeta Tau Alpha JCtl 177
78 COI Greeks




80 £ j} ( .rvcks
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IBACK ROW:(L toR) Steve Harben, Chris Long, Brian Edlinski, Pat Michaels, Clay Kirkley, Todd Wolff,
arth Castle, Zach Hanby, Dennis Mitchell, Reggie Bell, Mike Puleo, Rob Durett, Shelby Bartley, Mike
Turner, Adam Cole, BJ Laterveer, Ryan Glenn, Brent Buckner, Doug Danowski, Vincent Decabooter,
Rush Watson, John Bradford, Ryan McKinney, Jason Steever, Ryan Heegenburger, Brent Cromer, Mike
Williams, Kevin Cote, Reid Johnson, Aron Stefanides, Ryan Woodruff, Todd Lee, Matt Winter, Dustin
Ewald, Baron Rickenbaker, Doug Lozner, Brandon Keener, Scott Collins, Michael Reyes, Andy
Kimball, Derek Croley, Scott Doerr, David Crandall. FIRST ROW: Bryce Anderson, Regi Sauls, Jacob
rowder, Jonathan Drury, Clay Philips, John Sevierdes, Alex Henry, Ben Thompson, Tory Proctor, Joe
Vlenis, Anne Efrid, Jody Watkins, Marty Menderos, Jason Graham, Brant Bailey, Hite Guy, Mike
Freeman, Mark Plowden, Adam Massey
Pi Kappa Phi 181
a.






FIRST ROW(L to R): Michael Todd,
Andy Jones, Ben Langston, Joe Seaman,
Tom Men. SECOND ROW: Doug
Litchenberg, Adam Goetz, Chip Munn.
Nime Moghadam, JeffArrowood.
SENIORS:
FIRST ROW: Ed Zelasko, Joe Doyle,
("hi is Drawdy, Joe Seaman, Mathew
netriades, Michael Yabsley. SECOND
ROW: Scol Cole. Craig Delucia, Adam




FIRST ROW(L to R): Patrick Martin, Chris Drawdy, Jonathan Ludwig, Robert Walker, Ed Zelasko, Joe Seaman, Andy Jones,
David Domnisch, Bruce Borwn, Chris Kisco, Mathew Demetriades. SECOND ROW: Ben Langston, Nima Moghadam, Ed
Pacelli, Scott Pavao, Michael Todd, Tom Alen, Geoff Duncklee, Doug Litchenberg, Clint Hearne, Gabe Brown. THIRD ROW:
Joe Doyle, Brian Renner, Ryan Fisher, Chip Munn, James Statler, Jeff Arrowood, Alex Cruz, Craig Delucia, Michael Yabsley,
Chris Turner. FOURTH ROW: Eric Brown, Adam Goetz, Jacob Mellin, Jason George, Ryan Gleaves, Josh Poston, Wade Finkle,
David Hill, Scot Cole.
Pi Kappa Theata 185
Pi Kappa Alpha
i
FIRST ROW (1-r): Chad Johnson. Jason
Gentry, James Anderson. Tripp Young.
Matt Hawthorne, Jason Largey. Ethan
Bellamy, Pee Wee Price, Bubba Britton,
Travis Abercrombie SECOND ROW:
Kin Bilton. Drew Collins. Matt Arrants.
Shane Ackerman. Ryan Reeves. Mathew
Bostick. Matt Crum, Heath Muzlay
THIRD ROW: Sean Davis. Carl Owens.
Chris Hott. Jared Garreaux. Eric Jordan,
Trevor Mendelsohn, John Whetzell.
Michaiel Rider FOURTH ROW:
McKenzie Solomons. Blake Thomas. Trey
Tolbert. Brian Casey, Mark Livinston, Tim
Huber. Brian Mobley, Kyle Parker, Ryan
Newell FIFTH ROW: Paul Green, Chris
Murray, Jared Smith. James Schildknecht,
Eric Shufelt, Rick Taylor. Eric
Pennypacker. K.C. Rennie, Jamie Easley,
Brent Fleming SIXTH ROW: Scott
McMahon. Russ Smith, Ryan Anderson.
Brody Smith, Jason Simpson, Ryan Ritter,
Jason Pennypacker. Matt Costanzo, Cliff
Turner, Dave Blanchard, Jim Tyrell,
Michael Moss
Officers
FIRST ROW (1-r): Brian Casey
(Vice-President), Matt
Hawthorne (Vice-President)
SECOND ROW: Bubba Britton
(President). Chris Hott (Secre-
tary ), Mathew Bostick (Sargent at
Anns). Jared (iarrcaux (Trea-
surer))
ISn














First Row: Patrick Lengel, Scott Oxford. Scott Stanford. John Woods. David Kline. Brian Littlejohn, Nathan Naidas. Rachel Bienvnuc. SecoiM
Row: Amanda Spcchl. Dannovan Waddell, Mike Kay, Richard Waldrop, John Hudson. Chris Jenkins. Jatika Furtick. Jennifer Peterson. Fric|
Broermann. Jenniver Woodall. Lea Knight. Suzanne Kasper, Steven Stewart. Cliff Payne. Adam Fraser. Marisha Elmore. Third Row: Walter
Burke. Jeffrey Robertson. Matt Manning, Heather Wills. Stephen Steese. Latisha Pigett . Kaci Carroll. Brent Roskow. Joe Seaman. Bart Stoll,
Daryl Pelletier, Dana Helman, Michael Norket. Case) Venters, Carlo White, Mike Baily, Billy Branch. Fourth Row: Douglass Everson, Ericl
Thompson. Jonathan Emory, Todd Mercer, Wesley Ryans, Thomas Lee, Tony Johnson, Jeremy Reich. John Grady, David Lindler, Tom Perry.
|
Aaron Phillips. Robert Galloway, Matt Wright, Adam Baier. Brad Harris. Gregg Walling. Kyle Long. Fifth Row : Stephen Sheffield. Sean McBride.
Parks White. John French. W ill\ Da\is. Roy Parton, Berry Ponder, John Sims. Jason Przybyla, George Marshall. Jeremiah Ken wort In. Chris Van;
Dyke, Mike Spacil, John Cummings, Dc\on Kudlas. Billy Dunlap. Hunnicutt Lindsay
First Row: Capl David O'Nan, MSgl Michael
in ( "I Man Drinkhahn, rSgl GaryLockhart,
Mi PamFulp Second Row : 2Lt. John Choberka,




FIRST ROW (L to R): Misty Martin, Erin Hanes, Suzanne Shumway, Allison
Dworschak, Stephanie Tyner. SECOND ROW: Jennifer Merrell, Barbara
Willis, Lisa Ames, Rachel Bienvenue. THIRD ROW: Amanda Elliott, Alyson
Burk, Trend Truesdale, Colleen West, Katy Cuthbertson.
m\J ILi
—
Beta Alpha Pi FIRST
ROW(L to R): Mandy
Sturmfelz, Stacy Jussen (VP-So-
cial ). Jennifer Floyd ( VP-Social),
Allison Moody, Cathy Yuan,
Thomas Murphy, Tessa
ioolsby(President), Jennifer Grissom, Amy deBoisblanc. SECOND ROW: James Sirois, Dave Bachmann (Reporting
ecretary). Chuck Welfare, JHennifer Torres, T.J. Way, Laura Lightsey, Valerie Winningham, Lea Strickland (Trea-
jrer), Julianne Booth (Corresponding Secretary), Zach Horton (Pledge Trainer). THIRD ROW: Jeff Cannon, Jamie
ope/.. Adam D. Tarnow, Art Tompkins, Tracy Harmon. Anna M. Jammison (Presdient of Programs), Naikia Wrenn,
Jlison Mathews, E. Lewis Bryan (Faculty Advisor).
AF-BE ffj 193
FIRST ROW (1-r): Rebecca Easter, Jennifer Fischer, Cortney Hendley, Tammy Leonard. Elizabeth Burdette,
Mandy King, Andrea Chang, Tachel Zollars. Angela Butts, Heidi Fanning. Beth Crocker SECOND ROW:
Baron Johnson. Jeffrey Dantzler, Rachel Linley, Robin Vickery, Damon Palmer. Jan Pulliam, Josh Snellings.
Randy Dukes, Lori Dukes, Suzanne Elkins THIRD ROW: Cody Bright, Jimmy Kelsey. Rebecca Murrell,
David Newton, Kevin E. Shuler, David Hardy
I
Officers
(1-r): Phillip Hedden (Vice President),
David Newton (Marshall). Lori Dukes
l President >, I )amon Palmer (Treasurer)
194 ft ( h*ganizations
BSU Council
FIRST ROW(L to R): Sandy Moyer (Vice-President), Monica Mullis
(Communications), Tishala Potter (Special missions), Jenny Mont-
gomery (Church Relations). SECONDROW: Becca Hendricks (Presi-
dent), Stefanie Gilbert (Local Missions), Michelle Owens (Programs
Coordinator). THIRD ROW: Tim Willis (Campus Minister), Roger




FIRST ROW(L to R): Amy Harrison, Stacey Smoot (Publicity Chair), Angelita Cox, Katie Blake (Secretary), Jennifer Ligon
(President), Ashley Green (Service Chair). SECOND ROW: Patrick Leonard (Vice-President), Elizabeth Stokley, Sara Hobbs,
Julie Adams (Representative to Honor Committee), Sue Myers (Social Chairperson), Alana Walden, Roger Eaton (Treasurer),
J.J. Benich.
BL-CA 195
jC % ( Organizations

Chamber Singers
198 hfk <- )iy,«mi/«i lions University Chorus
Chamber Singers
Clemson University's Choral Ensembles had another exciting year beginning with the creation of
a new a ccapella group, "Southern Accents." This auditioned group features sixteen student members
who perform a wide variety of pop, jazz, and other entertaining music. Chamber Singers grew to 47
members strong and worked hard for a successful fall concert under the direction of Dr. Dan Rash. In
the recent past, Chamber Singers has performed at places such as Carnegie Hall and the Washington
National Cathedral. University Chorus welcomed new director, Robert Natter, who also serves as the
Assistant Director of Choral Activities and directs Women's Glee. Men's Glee, which is formed from
both University Chorus and Chamber Singers, performed at various locations in the spring while





CU Habitat for Humanity
FIRST ROW(L toR): Laura Fisher, Paula Denault (President), Denise Gunthrie, Jennifer O'Rourke (Special Events Coordinator),
Kristin Blomstedt, Susan Jones, Nicole Estes, Kasie Campbell, E. John Bishop. SECOND ROW: Brian Maness, Thomas Murphy
(Treasurer), Read Bradford, Ken Gorski (Site/Volunteer Coordinator), Chris Heavner (Advisor), Philip Lowe, Juli McLaurin.
DOOR ONE: Jason Alizzi, Kelli Hawkins. DOOR TWO: Cristina Galiano, Nancy Neal. DOOR THREE: Wendy Ballenger,
Jeff Switzer (Technical Support). WINDOW: Michelle Stanley (Historian), Leigh White (Publicity Chair), John Neumiescer,
Chris Graham.
CUFFA-CU Habitat for Humanity 201
Dairy Club
FIRS! ROW(] to K): Mandy King, Tammy Leonard, feffery Pant/lor,
Andrea< hang, Ra< he) Zollars. SECOND ROW: Jennifer Fisher, Cortne)
I (endlej . ( hrist) Ni< hols, Suzanne Elkins, Amanda Envin. II I1KI") ROW:
I in i I Jukes, I )amon Palmer, I >.i\ id New ton, Phillip I [edden, Rachel Linlej
202 ffm Orgiini /tit ions
Equestrian Team
FIRST ROW(L toR): Sandi Piazza (Coach/Advisor), Kate Heppner, Lesley Hughes, Beth Hartzog, Charlotte Reeves,
Lindsay Dacus, Marian Brown. SECOND ROW: Lauren Hasty, Debbie Allen, Michelle Steipp, Amanda Edwards
(President), Sue Myers, Anna Jenkins, Jessica Lee, Jessica Sosebee. THIRD ROW: Trina Levy, Anna Prendergast,
Kimberly Zachar, Julie Adams, Catherine Hamrick, Laura Sessions, Jennifer Ashton, Carey Fraser, Rachel Moreland.
Dairy Club-Equestrian Team 203
Hillel Student Organization
FIRST ROW(L to R): Jennifer
Goldberg, Debbie Shupak,
Alissa Ga\ le (Vice-President I,
Tiffany Metzger, Traci James,
Matthew Blume. SECOND
ROW: Simon Leiderman.
R\ an Ross. Chad Gindi, Adam
Schvvartzman (President).
Scott Sarett ( VP-Technical Af-
fairs).
IEEE
FIRST ROW (L to R): Robert Friedman. Pragnesh
Patcl (Secretary), Jason Spangler (Chairman), Bryan
Kemmerlin (Vice-Chairman). SECOND ROW:
( !urtis Holmes. Karl Gurley, Patrick Chancy, Pavlos
Miroftsahs. Dr. John Komo (Advisor).
204 ft ( )rganizations

FIRST ROW(L to R): Kern
Cox (Vice-President), Rachel
Long, Michele Fry (Herald











206 ft ( )rganizations
Landscape
Architects
FIRST ROW(L to R): Patrick Hughes, P.B. Saulnier
(President), Kimberly Taylor (Vice-President),
Jessica McClung, Tommy Bennett. SECOND
ROW: Karl Muzii, Elliot Buff, Dustin Clemens,
Jason Wofford (Treasurer), Garth Castle (Secretary),
Kurt Edwins, Albert Lynn.
FIRST ROW(L to R): Hillery Brewer,
Donna Rutten, Stephanie Plonk, Bethany
Carlson, Betsy Gerwig, Dannen Steinhilber,
Lori Burnside, Stephanie Hess, Griet
Gerdes, James Upp. SECOND ROW: Beth
Dorsch, Stanley Hunicutt, Nadia Abadir,
Scott Palotta, Holly Whiteley, Jennifer
Bolties (Peer Minister), Martha Huffman,
Heather Manske, Vanessa Loughry, Ronda
Boozer. THIRD ROW: Brian Rungren,
James Hand, Dirk Wilker, John Neumiester,
Deron Wilker, Mike Nevitt (President), Vern












surer), Erica Whaley. SEC-
OND ROW: Christi Carson,
Andrea Holmes, Rhonda
Washington, Rachelle Kinloch,
Darrell Shuler, Tia Blackshear,
Jimmy Rayford. THIRD
ROW: Tisha Gibson, Pamela
Grant, C, Kwest McBrayer,
Kishinda House, John Hn.,
Nathaniel Dogan, Rodney
Sartor.
FIRST ROW(L to R): Adrienne Lynn
(Vice-President), Susan Phillips, Jennifer
Palmer, Christine Schwanda, Janet
Preston (Secretary). SECOND ROW:
Jeffery McNiece, Frank Adams, Jason
Stone, Jay Ellis, Philip Sienikowski, L.
Tene Jett (Co-Chair Student Paxkaging
Conference), Keith Hiller (Treasurer).
THIRD ROW: Camp Lane, John
Dantzler, Scott Carpenter, Bill Walker,




FIRST ROW(L to R): Nina Ricci (Trea-
surer). Sharon Faulks (President). Amanda
Olsen (Vice-President). Sheryl Stasiowski
(Secretary). SECOND ROW: Dr, Eugene
Gallusio (Advisor). Danielle Ramsey,
Debbie Allen. Tonya Singleton. Amy
Perri, Jenny Chapman.
LEFT to RIGHT: Maureen




Jocelyn Rogers, Ashley Wiles.
Kerri Stechauner, Natalie
K i nek (Captain), Jennifer
McClure, Laura Mueller, Kari
Woodson. I .aVondilyn Watson.
NO I PICTURED: Jamie Der-
rick.
210 fft ( )r;.;,iiii/<)lioiis
1 SAACS
FIRST ROW(L to R): Wade Finklea, Mary-Karen
Dahms, Amy Yonce (President), Mathew Minardi
(Vice-President), Julie Adams (Treasurer). SECOND
ROW: Dwayne Dove, LaTarsha Jones, Charles Mar-
tin (Industrial Advisor), Chad Ford (Secretary), Bill





FIRST ROW (I. to R): DeAnna Garrison (Vice President), Jennifer Ford
(Officer-in Training), Kerrie Gordon (President), Bets) Pearce
I rreasurer),Heidi Fanning (Secretary). SI (ONI) K: Kristy Gordon, Hollie
Stephens, Dana Smith, Tanjanika Fishburne, Kathleen Lipata, Dawn Woods.
THIRD R( )W : ( :hantelle I )onald, ( 'hci> I Jones, Nancy Moore. Michelle link.
I, nine Workman.






FIRST ROW(L to R): Nicole Bilodeau,
Beth Dorsch, Hillery Brewer, Takako
Hashimoto, Darren Steinhilser. SECOND
ROW: Kelley Waterfall, Chris Waterfall,
Daniel Waterfall, Jason Hadley, Laura
McCoy, Kimberlee Davis. THIRD ROW:
Kathy Murphy, Trayle Kulshan, Lea
Brueggeman, Kelly Sheets, Kennedy
Jones.
SO -ST XK 213
FIRST ROW(L to R): Todd Hoffman, Kyo
Kishimoto, Alex Chudsonjulie Wadford.
SECOND ROW: Bryon Leggetjosh
Kesterson,Kenneth ,Scott Wishert,Dane
Stewart. THIRD ROW: John Hart,Megan
Powell,Parks White,Mike Legget. FOURTH
ROW: Ken Wilsonjill Ambruster,Sarah
Morgan,Emmy Jones. FIFTH ROW: Richard
Klein, Brend a nSerra, Robert
Seaman, BobaFett,Rav Wallcott, Robert
Parker,Brandt Culbertson.
I IRS I R()W(L to R): Amanda Shepherd
(Secretary >, Amy Hagman (Nursing Di-
rector). Kimberly Kamp (President-Elect).
SI (ONI) ROW: Anna Fitch (Vice-Presi-






FIRST ROW(L to R): Kristina Tate, Kerry
Coffey, Andrea Patterson. SECOND ROW:
Ryan Linn, Michelle Kelly, Jenna Baker, Erin
Hyman, Jennifer Manry. THIRDROW: Ryan
Linn, NancyChurch, Brad Jones, Austin Bond,
JohnKwist. NOT PICTURED: Ross Barton,
Summer Yeargin, April Yeargin, Larry Lee,
Chad Skelton, Andrea Johnston.
I
J
FIRST ROW(L to R): Mari Linn
Love, Kathy Rukat, Kevin
Bridges. SECOND ROW: Ethan
Bellamy, Christy Dixon, Heather
Lankford, Levi Nayman, Sandy
Riggs. THIRD ROW: Allison
Earlin, Rob Edwards,Chris Kisco,
Dave Baker, John Leary, Mike
Naragon. FOURTH ROW: Joel
Moss, Marc DelVecchio, Greg












FIRST ROW(L to R): Jenny
Chapman, Lori Turner, Jane
Cramer, Amanda Duncan,
Jennifer Lowe. SECOND ROW:
Buffy Head, Jamie Campbell,
Jennifer O'Rourke, Beth Halsev












FIRST ROW (1-r): Nancy Church.
Mets\ Gerwig, Rhonda Boozer
• rreasurer), Traci James, Michelle
Tompkins SECOND ROW: Ana
Puckett, Duane Bradshaw, Stef
Goodenow (President), David
Matthews (Vice Resident), Allison
Schwambergei (National President,
\ ( State Student), I homas Buie
THIRD ROW: Richard Rathmann,
Kim Zimmerman (Secretarj I,
Bradlej Retzlaff, Birmagidra
( lainor, IP. Johns
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FIRST ROW (1-r): Ami Lupisella,
Jennifer Grissom, Amy Keelen (Sec-
retary), Sharon Foulks, Lindsay
Stovall, Catherine Collins SECOND
ROW: Jen Melton, Cydney
McAdams (Vice President), Elizabeth
Harris, Ryan Walker, Pam Davis, Tia
Blackshear, Kim Gray, Drew
Everhart, Suzanne Spaulding
(Tigeram Director) THIRD ROW:
Patrick Norris, Mike Beaudreau,
Tanya Chisolm, Rob Pilaud FOURTH
ROW: Bryan Young, Matt
Hawthorne, Jimmy Hendrix, Jason
Largey, Zach Fulmer (Treasurer),
Grae Garrison, Craig Healy, Ted
Swann, Jason Varnado (President)
Not Pictured: DR. Chris Sieverdes
(Chapter Advisor)
PSA
FIRST ROW (1-r): Jonathan Johnson,
Ellen Shaylor, Bill Dixon SECOND
ROW: Heather Parker, Thomas Lee,
Brian Cave, Nadia Abadir, Dana
Harold, Maggie Frampton, Katherine
Smith, Nancy Neal THIRD ROW:
Kevin Kirkley, Julie McFaddin, Brian
Martin, Patrick Hughes (Moderator),
Caroline Irick, Mary Goodwin, Bar-
bara Bullard, Emily Parker, Rusty
Creighton, Hillary Lowe, Kristen
Bycroft, Pete Senger, Stuckly Lee
FOURTH ROW: Michael Hader,
Craig Carlson, Jennifer Fouse (intern),
Brant Chipley, Steve Price (Campus
Minister), David Beamguard, Kyle
Walter, Kim Thomas, Jason Dillon
FIFTH ROW: Jae Sin, Jeremy
Edwards, Kelly Christenbury (secre-
tary/treasurer), Scott Carlson, Lee
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Joey Ashley Mechai II i l • '
Honea Path, SC
Monica Ashley Graphic Comm.
Clemson, SC
Sarah Ashworth Biological Sci.
Dayton, OH
Michael Kirk Askins Mechanical Enc.
Hartsville, SC
Todd Atkins Civil Enc.
North Augusta, SC
Page Atkinson Political Sci.
Marion, SC
Robyn Mary Atkinson Biochemistry
Collierville, TN
Eleanor Y. Auten Elem. Ed.
Hartsville, SC
Kristen Avolio For. Lang./Int'l Trade
Clemson, SC






Melissa Bagwell Special Ed.
Seneca, SC
Todd Bailie Mechanical Eng.
Lexington, SC
Michael Baily Computer Sci
Clemson, SC
Joseph Bamert III Civil Eng.
Summerville, SC




Seniors ft % 225
Brian Barbery FoW-STItY
Taylors, SC
Craig Bariou Mkhwicai Em;.
Anderson, SC










Cara Baysden Elementary Education
Columbia, SC
lennifer Beam Ei km. En.
Jacksonville, FL




[oseph Becknell Pk I
M
Charleston, SC
Lisa Beebe Earli i
Clemson, SC








• nenhaley Agricultural Ed
Sumter, SC
Beth Bennett Early I
Clem






















Judy Black Early Child Ed
Lexington, SC
Anselle Blackmon Special Ed.
Lancaster, SC
Mark Blackmon Civil E\c.
Clemson, SC
Tia Blackshear Sec. Ed. /English
Clemson, SC






































|r-v^i Lawton Brown Pelzer.StMk ii i I
1 jHE Michael Brown
John's bland, SC
I'n,
^^ JohnC. Bruckmann III
ilon, s<
Ceram n 1 i




Trey Bryan A MM 1 Sc |l HI 1
Mccormick, SC













Kevin Burgess Con*.™. Sci. & Mcmt.
Central, SC
Jennifer K. Burke o impi rn< Eng
Hudson, OH


































Jason Caldwell Cc sstr. So. & Mc.Mr
Prosperity, SC




Jamie Campbell Isdlstkiu Esc,.
Easley, SC
John Campbell Ciieuicai Esc
Pelzer, SC
Shateisha Campbell Biological Sci.
Clemson, SC












Sarah Carlino Nl KslSl.
Clemson, SC
Bethany Carlson Mkhasicai Esc
Irmo, SC
Amanda Carlsten Aqua , Fish, W ii B
Mt Pleasant, SC




Kelly Carson Speex h & Comm.
( lemson, SC
Angela Carter i i
Kern ( i pi Ak< h
Clemson, SC
Brian < athei Ak( llll:
William Caulder


















Rexondrea Childers Elem. Ed.
Seneca, SC
Michael Childs Electrical Enc.
Seneca, SC
Brant Chipley Chemical Enc.
Seneca, SC
Demetria Chisholm Comp. Info. Systems
Catawba, SC




Kristin Chung Elem. Ed
Taylors, SC
Nancy Church Special Ed.
Clemson, SC




Rebecca Clauss Biological Sci.
Clemson, SC














Ashley Collier Political Sci.
Conyers, GA


























































Tina Dampf S<r 1
Seneca, SC
Amanda Darby FlNANt !AI- McMT
Simpsonvilk', SC






Allison Davis Biological Sci.
Leesville, SC




Kelly Davis Elem. Ed.
Clemson, SC






Richard De Silva Marketing
Mahwah, NJ
Tracy Dean Biological Sci.
Seneca, SC










Christy Deland Elem. Ed.
Edison, NJ












Eric Douglass Forestry Management
C'lemson, SC






Melissa Dubuque Textile Mgml
Greenwood, SC
Ion DllkeS Animal.Dairy.Vet Sri.
Reeve












( Christian I >yrlund










Amanda Edwards Chemical Eng.
Blountville, TN
Tricia Edwards Graphic Comm.
Florence, SC
Elizabeth Eisenstaldt Sec Ed. (Math)
Wayne, PA






















James Falin Chemical Eng.
Kingsport, TN












Seniors m & 235
Jeffrey Ferguson Mechanical Eng.
Sumter, SC




Virginia Finley Parks, Recr , Tour. Mgmt
Beaufort, SC
Tanjanika Fishburne ind Eng
Charleston. SC
Ashley Fisher id /English
Pickens, SC
Anna B. Fitch Nursing
Columbia, SC
Michael Jason Fleming Ind Mgmt
Charleston, SC



















Frin J. Franklin rextileMgml
ion, sc






I in 111. Ill
Si nil Freese p
( lem
Allen Fril I- Biolo














John Fulmer c ivii i
Sumter, SC
Peter Zack Fulmer Aco
Chattanooga, TN




Christopher Garrett Chemk u En<,
Kite, GA
Laura R. Garrett Nursinc
Fountain Inn, SC
De Anna Garrison Chemical Enc.
Stockbridge, GA
Robert J. Gauvey III Business Mgmt
Greenwood, SC
Edward J. Geddings, Jr. Mech. Enc.
Washington, GA
Glen George Forest Mgmt.
Seneca, SC
Mary Ellen George Desig\-Bs
Laurens, SC
Brian Gerhart Parks, Recr, Tour, Mgmt.
Tallahassee, FL
Christi Gevik Biological Sci.
Seneca, SC
Mandy Ginsberg-Morton Bio Sa.
Baltimore, MD
Joanne Giordano Financial Mgmt.
Clemson, SC















Stefani Goodenow health Scifml
Ft. Myers. FL





















































B « .in- fi
Amy Guerreri
i lUnderson










Karl K. Gurley Electrical Eno.
Pendleton, SC
Dana Haborak Chemii i Ei*
Charleston, SC






Keith Haigler Accel n- <
Cameron, SC
Kelly Hall Secondary Ed.
Williamston, SC




Corrie L. Haltiwanger Math Teaching
Calhoun Falls, SC
Angela Hanks Ther- Recreation
Simpsonville, SC




Kevin Hardy Computer Scum i
Walhalla, SC
Julianne Harman Language/In-^ Trade
Gilbert, SC














Ernest Haynes Industrial Esc.
Columbia, SC
Anna Lee Hays Biological Sci.
Clemson, SC














































































Curtis Holmes i i
Oakton, VA
Elizabeth Holmes Polith ilSci
Taylors, SC




Matthew Hogge GRAD—Bio. So
Clemson, SC
Todd Hoover Financiai M< mi
Clemson, SC
Michael P. Horan Mech. & Bio Enc.
Clemson, SC
















Melissa Hughes Lang./Int'i Trade
Summerville, SC










Wanda K. Jackson Heaitii Sci.
Springfield, SC


































Daniel VV. Jones II M
Danita 1 '
( hrista 1 ) Jordan
ff& Portraits
Jac-Klo
Jennifer Aj Jordan Pi
Anderson, SC




Jefferson Raster P i
Mt. Easley, SC
Amy Keefe Elem. Ed
Solomons, MD




Dustin Kennedy Lang. & Int'i Trade
Haymarket, V'A
John Kennedy III Computer Enc.
Columbia, SC
Summer Kent Elem. Ed.
Anderson, SC















. Fish, Wildlife Bio
Neeses, SC
Gregory Kinsman Geology N.
Myrtle Beach, SC




Jerome Kittrell Math Tl u him.
Seneca, SC




Michael Kloss Computer Sci.
Clemson, SC
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Lauri A. Lieberman i
1
b hi,on, S(
Alicia Limbaugh 1 i
Easley, SC
Mary Jo Littleton i i
Pickens, SC














Carrie Lunsford Health Science
Stone Mountain, GA
Ami Lupisella Health Sci.
Greenville, SC
Jennifer Luzier Elem. Ed.
Fair Haven, NJ












Christi Mardis Elem. Ed.
Williamston SC
David Markowitz Mechanical Eng.
Anderson, SC
Seniors if\ fk 245
Susan Marley Sec. Ed. Bioi oca
Sewell. NJ






Leigh Angela Martin ARointc-rcm;
Spartanburg, SC
Cvnthia Marvin TH SCI.
Aiken, SC
Tonia Marney ».L SCI.
Vienna, VA






Lisa Mcalister M Eng.
Nelson, VA
Brian Mccord Mechanii i
Abbeville, SC






Robin Mc( urrv '
Abbeville, SC
Kimberly Mcdade ME NT
Central, SC






























Chris Merlo BUSINESS Mgmt.
Anderson, SC








Shakina Middleton English N.
Charleston, SC
Martha Miley Early Child. Ed.
Brunson, SC
Amanda M. Miller Math Sciences
Clemson, SC
Kathryn Miller Special Ed.
Clemson, SC






Jennifer Mills E \ki -i Child. Ed.
Evans, GA
Trey Mills Biological Sciences
Jacksonville. FL
David Milner Electrical Eng.
Clemson, SC
























































1 a 1. y. S(
David Newlin
. iin. S(
David Newton Anim ,i. Dairy Vi i s< i
Moore, S(


















Cynthia O'sullivan Hist, Geo, Sk Ei>
Central, SC
Heather Oakley Language &Int"l Trade
Clemson, SC




Courtney Olejack Health Sci.
Columbia, SC
Jon Oliver Animal Sci.
Clemson, SC
Robert Outlaw Ei i >\omics Bs
Pageland, SC
Brian Owens Wildlife Biology
Barnwell, SC
Natalie Owens Biological Sci.
Walhalla, SC
Sonya Owens Ed./Commlntty age\o
Clemson, SC
Amy Pafford Health Sci.
Clemson, SC







Scott Parker Ciii-mical Esc
Simpsonville, SC
Robert N. Parker III Ceramic Esc
Anderson, SC












Jocelyn Paul ,Dayry,Vet Sci.
Pendleton, SC
Lisa Paulk Civil Esc,
Clemson, SC
Karen Payne Ei fvi Ed.
Pendleton, SC













Sylvania, « H 1
Sara Pfeiffer
Somerset, \J
Aaron Phillips Civil Esc.










Robert E. Pitts COMF1
Morrow GA




Regina Polite Ace «
Norway, SC
Rachel Poll Elem. Ed.
Davenport, IA
David Poole Health Science
Hanahan, SC
Heather Poole Health Sci.
Marietta, SC




Bradley Powell Mechanical E\c.
Anderson, SC
Leigh Ann Preacher Education
Bamberg, SC
Janet Preston Packaging Sci.
Clemson, SC




Scott Prewett Political Sci
Clemson, SC
Terry Pridgew Graphic Comm.
Hampton, VA








Aaron Pugh Electrical Eng.
Central, SC




Floriano Putigna Fool S
North Palm Beach, FL
Eric Quesnel Ceramic E\c.
Moore, SC
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( lemson, sc
Rhett Reidenbach
Isle Of Palms, S(
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Peter Sewczwicz Civil Eng
Batavia, IL
Charles Sexton, Jr. Mechanicai Eng.
Beaufort, SC
Stevenson Shannon Health Science
Great Falls, SC
W. Kevin Sharp Ceramic Eng
Kingsport, TN

























































Katherine L. Simpson I
Pendleton, SC





























Patrick Stewart Mm ii
Gastonia, N(.
Michael Stigliano Civil l
Brick, NJ










Mandy Strumfelz Ace i
'
Rehoboth Beach, DE
Jason Suber ClMI 1
Central, SC
Laquinias Suber Chemical Em,.
Clemson, SC
Lori Suit Health Science
Clemson, SC
Erin Sullivan Nursing Pt.
Charlotte, FL
Matthew Summey Ce Civil Eng.
Greer, SC
Jane Sutherland Computer Sci.
Stoneville, NC
Gerry Swan Mechanical Eng.
Warwick, BDA
Ted Swann Biological Sci.
Clemson, SC


















































Brooks Ci. Tippeti rExnu c hemistto
ison, SC
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Amanda Travis Iff 'kill I 1 II Ht -B^
Chris Traynham
Clemson, SC















Bradley L. Trout II Crvn E\<,
Chester, SC
John Tucker Chemical Eng.
Anderson, SC


















































] li stin Werner n
( olumbia, s<
Andrew Werl/ Ai rui I
Charleston, S(
David Weil/ Ovii i
Charleston, S(




Holly Whelan Elem Ed
Morrisville, \(
Todd Whisenhunt Acrk Mech & Business
Orangeburg, S<




















John Wesley Whitmire Mcmt./ Mktg.
Greenwood, SC




Salley Wilbourne Health Science
Clemson, SC
William D. Wiley Ceramic Engineering
Turnersville, NJ
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Chris Willis Health Sciexcf
Anderson, SC






Rebecca Wilson Ei fm. Ed
Clemson, SC
Teresa Wilson Electrical E\o
Sailers, SC






Shane Windham Hortic /Tiki-grass
Lamar, SC




























Heather Yancey Early Chu D In
Clemson, SC
Tiffany Yancey Speech & Comm.
Clemson, SC
Robin Yarbrough Si[< ial Ed.
Newry, SC
Tara Yeargin Civil Em,.
Greenwood, SC








Yil Ho Yoon Civil Eng.
Summerville, SC








Jennifer Zier Ther. Recr.
North Augusta, SC
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Nancy Evans
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I )<miel k. Stanton Iii
Sheryl Stasiowski











I e »lie Sturtevant
Stewart Sumi
I iffany Sweeney
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John Obrien ^ ;
Kendall Odom (r
Mary Lyn Ogletree f 1
Jenny Ohly
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No Class Stated Sfi
Anderson, Jeffrey
Anderson, Jennifer
>v Anderson, JulieJ\ Anderson. Kelly
w ,^k Anderson. Michelle\^^L Anderson. Robert/ Jl Anderson, Ryani^^ Anderson, Terry%^ Anderson, Thomas
Andis, David
Abadir. Nadia 207 Andrews, Mary
Abbasi, Asim 274 Andrews, Michael
Abdel-Kader, Mohamed 286 Andrews, Michelle
Abdullah, Rahim 116 Andrews, Stacey
Abercrombie, En 224 Andrews, Tonda
Abercrombie, Krlstl 286 Andrews, Wesley
Abercrombie, Millicent 286 Anello, Lisa
Abercrombie, Stephen 286 Angel Flight
Abercrombie, Travis 186 Ankney. Jamie
Abrams, Todd 172,274 Annan, Jason
Academics 86 Anne-Walker
Ackerman, Amanda 224 Anselmo, Kelly
Ackerman, Shane 186 Ansley, Beth
Acuna, Daniel 224 Ansley, Elizabeth
Adair, Henri 286 Anthony, Becky
Adams. Amanda 286 Anthony, Carrie
Adams. Brian 286 Anthony, Carrye
Adams. Cassie 286 Antnony, Carrie
Adams. Darren 286 Anton, Rosanne
Adams, Frank 209 Antos, Caryn
Adams, Julie 211,264 Arant, Russell
Adams, Paula 209 Ard, Darrell
Adams, Ryan 286 Arecco, Elena
Adams, William 274 Arendale, Amanda
Addison. Gail 224 Arenz, Kim
Addison, Stephanie Jane 224 Ariko, Amy
Ade. Melissa 224 Armbruster, David
Adkins, James 286 Armstrong, Bradford
Adkins, Kori 224 Armstrong, James
Advertisements 338 Arnold. Frank
Agee, Cynthia 224 Arockiasamy, Subha
Aiken, Angela 274 Arrants, Matt
Aiken, Lori 154, 224 Arrowood, Jeff
Aitken, Keira 144, 145 Arruda, Sean
Alber, Michael 224 Arvai, Stephanie
Albers, Reagan 144 Asaro, Christina
Aldebol, Amanda 264 Ashley, Joey
Aldrich, Pauline 224 Ashley, Monica
Aldridge. Allison 144 Ashley, Scott
Aleman, Christopher 286 Ashton, Jennifer
Alen, Tom 184, 185 Ashworth, Sarah
Alewine, Kevin 164,224 Askins, Michael Kirk
Alexander, Julie 212, 264 Atkins. Todd
Alexander, Steven 286 Atkinson, Jamy
Alizzi, Jason 201 Atkinson, Page
Allen, Debbie 210 Atkinson, Robyn Mary
Allen, Enka 274 Aude. Katherine
Allen, Lauren 286 Aultman, Suzanne
Allen, Leslie 224 Austin, Derek
Allen, Megan 286 Auten, Eleanor Y.
Allen, Robertson 157 Avery, Buddy
Allen, Whitney 274 Avolio, Kristen
Allison, Brent 219 Axson, Alexandra
Allison, Jenny 224 Ayers. Kenneth
Allison. John 286 Ayers, Kenneth W.
Allison, Smith 286 Ayers, Terence
Allsep, Erin 286
Allsep, Heather 274
Alpha Delti Pi 144. 145
Alpha Phi Alpha 148
Alpha Phi Omega 149 \
Alphi Chi Omega 142, 143 1
Alsop, Lorie 274 1
Alston, Rowland 274 \J
American Society of Civil Engineers 92 w
Ames, Lisa 193 L
Amirkhanian. Serji 92 w
Ammons, Ricky 171
Amond, Michelle 224 Babb. Jennifer
•loater Rem. 64 Babb, Karen
•
.on, Kate 166 Babweck, Blair
',-n, Kathleen 169 Bachman, Susan
'•.on, Bryce 180 Bachmann, Dave
224 Bachmann, Susan
-.on, Garcia 224 Bacon, Alexis
•.on, Gerald 224 Bader, Christina
Anderson. I 186.224 Badgley. Sally
•











286 Bailey, Sara H.
286 Bailie. Todd
286 Baily. Michael













146, 147, 264 Ballington, Mark
218 Balotti, Michele












225 Barby Jr., James
225 Barger, Jason
186 Barker, Elizabeth
184, 185 Barnes, Adam



















286 Barton, Ross E.















142. 286 Beacham, Worth
286 Beadle, Lauren
157 n. al Brian
146. 147 Beam, Jennifer
193, 225 I'.. Mill. |ll. II. 1 [l.lVlll
274 Beard, Leslie



























287 Bell, Larry Kevin









































144, 287 Bigger, Kayne
287 Bigger. Sage

















146. 147 Blackeney, Bob
146, 287 Blackman, Anselle
144, 287 I'.l.i. km. in Mm. in
264 <l. i, ! in. in M.nl.
48 Blackmon, Anselle








































































































































































































































Bozard, Becca 289 Brown, Mark 265 Butts, David 148
Bozard, Jennifer 228 Brown, Michael 229, 275 Butts, Jennifer 265
Brabham, Stephanie 228 Brown, Ryan 149 Buzhardt, Rusty 290
Braden, Tamara 289 Brown, Sally 290 Byars, John 229
Bradford, Ellen 166 Brown, Shamika 209 Bycroft, Kristen 229
Bradford, John 180 Brown, Tracey 166, 290 Byers, Luke 290
Bradford, Kim 208 Browne, Alan 290 Bynum, Margaret 229
Bradford, Michael 168, 274 Browning, Skip 290 Byrd, Ashley 200, 229
Bradford, Nat 264 Brownlee, Gregory 275 Byrd, Melinda 275
Bradford, Read 201 , 289 Broyles, Jennifer 290 Bywater, Christine 146, 147
Bradle, Richard 274 Bruce, Elizabeth 144, 290
Bradley, Melissa 289 Bruckman, John 206
Bradley, Steven 228 Bruckmann, John C. Ill 229
Bradley, William 289 Brueggeman, Lea 213
Bragg, Angela 228 Brumson, Brandi 229
Bramlett, Lauree 289 Bruner, Ann 290 A)
Brandon, Lee 289 Bruner, Marianne 290 r *
Branham, Sara C. 228 Brunson, Brandi 212 m af
Brannon, Jaime 264 Brunson, James 265 i aW
Brantley, Matthew 164 Brust, Beth 146, 147 ^f
Branyon, Steven 275 Bryan, Brooks 171 ir
Brasile, Jason 149, 289 Bryan, E. Lewis 193
Brasington, Wil 172 Bryan, Marian 275 Caccia, Michael 265
Braxton. Pamela C. 228 Bryan, Trey 229 Cafe Expresso 32
Bray, Jennifer 142,264 Bryant, Joshua 265 Cagle, Cassie 169,265
Brayboy, Brandi 228 Bryant, Mike 156 Caldwell, Jason 230
Breazeale, Rebecca 154 Bryant, Paul 229 Caldwell, Patrick 230
Brechko, Jennifer 264 Buck, Jennifer 229 Caldwell, Seth 164
Brede, Samuel 228 Buckner, Brent 180 Caldwell, Tremelle 290
Breedlove, Heather 166,289 Buckner, Lindsay 144 Calfee, Michael 290
Breeland, Christopher 228 Buckner, Meredith 265 Calhoun, Robert 290
Breland, James 264 Buckwalter, Ann 290 Callalan, Megan 154
Brettner, Stacy 264 Budd, Amy 166 Calvert, Katie 166
Brewer, Aaron 289 Budd, Carly 166,290 Campbell, Amy 169
Brewer, Hillery 207, 213, 289 Buehrle, Thomas 290 Campbell. Chadrick 230
Brewer, Lee 228 Buff, Elliot 207 Campbell, Heath 164
Brewer, Leslie 144,289 Buie, Allen 290 Campbell, Jamie 169,218,230
Brewer, Marc 228 Buie, Thomas 200, 229 Campbell, John 230
Brian, Michelle 228 Buist, David 171 Campbell, Jonathan 275
Bridgmon, Charlie 264 Bull, Curtis 290 Campbell, Kasie 201, 275
Briggs, Angela R. 228 Bull, Jennifer 275 Campbell, Lee Ann 290
Bright, Cody 194 Bull, Lisa 229 Campbell, Mary Ellen 166
Bright, Debra 144 Bull, William 275 Campbell, Matthew 290
Bright, Wesley E. 228 Bullard, William 265 Campbell, Samuel 290
Brightwell, Tamara 289 Burnett, Anna 166 Campbell, Shateisha 230
Brigman, Jennifer 289 Bumgardner, James 275 Campbell, Wes 290
Brinson, Shiloh 289 Bunte, Sarah 154, 169 Canaday, Christopher 230
Brinson, William 228 Bunton, Ted Brian 290 Cannon, Jeff 164, 193
Britanak, Stephen 289 Burati, Jim 200 Cannon, Vanessa 230
Britt, Stephanie 228 Burbage, Jason 157 Cantanese, Michael 157
Britton, Bubba 186, 228 Burbank, Dave 164 Cantey, Elizabeth 230
Britton, Neil 228 Burdette, Elizabeth 194 Cantey, John 230
Broadwater, Kelly 289 Burdette, James 290 Cappitelli. Ian 174
Brockman, Carrie 289 Burdette, Steven 149 Capuzello, Kelly 290
Brockman, Christina 228 Burgess, Kevin 229 Caralla, Michelle 211
Brookins, Nicole 264 Burhett, Amanda 265 Cardell, Bradford 275
Brooks, Amanda 289 Burk, Alyson 193 Care, Danny 230
Brooks, Cristin 289 Burk, Emily 290 Career Expo 46
Brooks, Denise 275 Burk, Virginia 290 Carey, Seth 230
Brooks, Kelvin 148 Burke, Jason 290 Carlino, Sarah 230
Broome, Brantlee 275 Burke, Jennifer K. 229 Carlson, Bethany 207, 230
Broughman, Kelli 228 Burke, Tara 154,229 Carlsten, Amanda 230
Broughton, Darlene 264 Burkett, Heather 290 Carnes, Jennifer 172
Broughton, Derwin 289 Burnett, Anna 290 Carpenter, Candice 290
Broughton, Ronnie 264 Burnett, Hoyt 172, 229 Carpenter, Chad 265
Brourton, James Atkinson IV 289 Burnett, Ryan 172 Carpenter, David 290
Brown, Amy 146, 147,275 Burnette, Ashlie 229 Carpenter, Robert 1 56, 275
Brown, Andy 168 Burnette, Teresa 290 Carpenter, Scott 209
Brown, Audrey 275 Burns, Bridgett 167,229 Carr, Hayden 290
Brown, Beth 289 Burns, Katie 144 Carroll, Holly 290
Brown, David 174 Burns, Michael 265 Carson, Amy 290
Brown, Emily 289 Burns, Robert 290 Carson, Christi 209
Brown, Eric 185 Burnside, Ariail 290 Carson, Christie 291
Brown, Gabe 185 Burnside, Lori 207,212 Carson, Edmund 230
Brown, Glenna 228 Burtnett, Janet 144, 169 Carson, Jennifer 230
Brown, Holly 144, 145, 169 Burton, Andrew 229 Carson, Kelly 230
Brown, Jacob 275 Burton, Andy 265 Carson, Mandy 142
Brown, Jamie 275 Burwell, Jack 229 Carter, Angela 230
Brown, Janette 275 Busbee, Steven 229 Carter, Betsy 275
Brown, Julie 275 Busch, Adam 168,275 Carter, James F. 291
Brown. Kelley 166 Busch, Joy 229 Carter, Stacey 212.265
Brown, Kelly 264 Butke, Samantha 275 Caruthers, Robin 275
Brown, Kimberley 290 Butler, Jeffrey 275 Carver, Kristen
265
Brown, Kristen 144 Butler, Jenny 229 Carver, Paul
275
Brown, Kyle 290 Butler, Lexie 166 Cary, Elizabeth
291
Brown, Lakisha 228 Butler, Rhett 290 Cary, Liza
166
Brown, Laura 229 Butschkau, Amy 290 Cascone, Kerri
230
Brown, Lawton 148,229 Buttler, Jeffery 156 Casey, Brian
186
Brown, Margie 144 Butts, Angela 194,212,275 Cash, Grayson
275
Index £ j| 327
Castelli. Melissa 291 Clark, Burma
Castle, Garth 180.207 Clark, Chadwick
Castle Defiance 92 Clark, Kimberly
Castles. Robert 291 Clark, Lara
Casto. Andrea 144. 291 Clark, Mary Katherine
Cat, Stimpson 174 Clark, Meredith
Catanese. Michael 265 Clark, Miriam
Cather, Brian 230 Clark, Sherrie
Caudell, Adrian 174 Clark, Tim
Caudle, Amy 142.291 Clarke. Henry
Caughman, Chns 157 Clarkson, Julie
Caughman, Jason 275 Clary, Patricia A.
Caulder, William 230 Clauss. Rebecca
Cauthen. Sonya 291 Clayton, Jason
Cavaliers 116 Clayton. Leslie
Cave. J. Brian 230 Clayton, Lewis
Cavin, David 291 Clayton, St. John
Cawthon, Amy 230 Clayton, Warren
Cecil, Billy 157 Cleary, Shawna
Cehanovich, Alex 230 Cleaveland. Coran
Cehanovich. Alexander 231 Cleavland, Coran
Chalk, Kevin 291 Clemens, Dustin
Chamber Singers 199 demons, James
Chamberlain, Paul 164 Cleveland, Christy
Chamberlin, Kari 265 Cleveland, Kristen
Chandarana, Ashish 291 Cleveland. Kristin
Chandler. Adam 265 Cleveland, Loran
Chandler, Moriel 291 Clifton. Bryan
Chaney. Patrick 204. 231 Clifton, Nicole
Chang, Andrea 194 Cloaninger, Amy
Chapm, Russell 291 Clodfelter. S. Marie
Chapman. Cynthia 291 Cloninger, William
Chapman, Jenny 142, 143, 210, 218 Closing
Chapman. Stephanie 291 Clothesoff, Oliver
Chappell. Katherin 291 Cluverius, Jake
Chase. Amy 291 Co-Education
Chasteen, David 231 Coakley, Benjamin
Chatellier. Christine 231 Cobb, Laura
Chatfield, Valerie 265 Cobb, Lynn
Chau. Catherine 231 Cobb, Matthew
Cheek, Daniel 291 Cobb, Shelly
Cheek. Kenneth 291 Coburn, Tonia
Cheek, William 275 Cocktosen, David
Chermko, Stephen 291 Cocktosen, Reuben
Chesley, Steve 172 Coffee House
Chesnut, Christopher 156 Coffer, Hunter
Chestnut, Christopher 265 Coffman, Jason
Chetwood, Holt 172,231 Coggins, David
Chi Epsilon 200 Cohee. Frank
Chi Omega 150, 151 Coker, Brian
Chick, Timothy 265 Cole. Adam
Childers, Rexondrea 231 Cole, Scot
Childress, Melanie 291 Cole, Zachary
Childs, Jason 275 Coleman, Elaine
Childs, Michael 231 Coleman, Mary
Childs, Paula 265 Coleman, Matthew
Childs, Sandra 146, 291 College Republicans
Chipley, Brant 231 Collett, Chris
Chisholm, Demetna 231 Collier, Ashley
Chisholm, Katherine 275 Collier, Pete
Chisolm. Tanya 218 Collin's Children Home
Chorus University 199 Collins, Angela
Christenbury, Kelly 231 Collins, Brandi
Christian, Kathryn 291 Collins, Catherine
Christie. Kelley 291 Collins, Drew
Christie, Rob 168 Collins. Gustina
Christopher, Jodi 275 Collins, Ivy
Christopher, Joel Jr. 265 Collins, Karen
Christopher, Pickett C 291 Collins, Key
Chronicle 90 Collins, Sarah
231 Collins, Scott
Church. Chi 142 Collins, Shana
Church, Danny 275 Collins, Valerie
Church. Nancy 201, 231 Collum, John
Chylko. Dawn 154 Colwell, Michael
Cibic, Rebecca 231 Colwell. Michel
Cipriani, Daniel 168 Comer, Brooke
Cipriani, Daniel M 291 Comiso, Keith
Cinllo, Andrew 174 Compton, Andrea
'
231 Complon, Brian
Kevin 275 Compton, David
Irani, Jason 291 i lomputei Upgrading
Anne 265 Concrete Canoe
.
.'.' 291 Cone. Dorothy
172 Cone, Eliza
275, 291 Conler, Carrie
Anna 291 Connaughton, Ken
265 Connon
Clark, Bobby 148 Connelley, Cann
142.
275 Connelly, Chad 206 Crouse, Kevin
291 Conner, Wade 164 Crout. Kyle
144. 145 Connor. Wade 164 Crowder, Jacob
291 Conoley, Ruthann 166, 167 Crowe, Carrie
291 Constantine, Cynthia 292 Crowe. Mafie
144 Constantine. Nicole 142 Crowell. Michael
275 Contreras, Alfred A. 232 Crowell. Stephen
275 Conwell, Stephanie 292 Crowther. Marshall
171 Coogan. Robert 232 Crum, Matt
157, 291 Cook, Brigitte 292 Crumley, Benjamin
291 Cook, Derek 292 Crumpler. Wendy
265 Cook, Jennifer 265 Crumpton, Thomas
231 Cooke, Christopher 292 Cruz. Alex
172, 291 Cooke, Jonathan 292 Cruz, Alexander
275 Coolman, Joseph 292 Csernak. Holly
291 Coon. Justin 292 Culbertson, Jennifer
291 Cooper, Cornelius 265 Culbreath, Rodger
171 Copeland, Britton 144 Cullen, Emily
291 Copeland, Nathan 292 Culler, Crystal
144 Copeland, Thorn 156 Cumbee, Julie
145 Copertino, Justin 292 Cumbie. Alton B. IV
207 Corley, Christopher 276 Cumbie. Erin
275 Corley. Ellen 144 Cummings. Chad
275 Corley, Scott 171 Cummins, Kimberly
276 Cormier, Stacy 219,292 Cunningham, Andrew D
142 Corning, Edwin 164 Cureton, Kasie
231 Cornish, Michael 292 Curler, Kevin
231 Cornwell, Jennings 166,292 Curran. Megan
276 Cornwell, Johannah 292 Currie. Jennifer
144 Corrado, Nicole 232 Curtis, Wesley
291 Cosgriff, Carolyn 292 Cuthbertson. Katy
265 Costanzo, Matt 186 Cutler, Catherine
356 Cote, Kevin 180, 276 Cuttino, Tillman
200 Cothran, Christine 276 Czmyr. Mary
172 Cothran, Christopher 292
91 Coull, Matthew 292
291 Council for Exceptional Children 50, 201
166 Counterman, Jamie 232
276 Courie, Treb 219
291 Covington, Charlie 172
231 Covington, Kern 232
231 Covington, Robert 172 A
265 Cowden, Ashley 144 fA265 Cox, Amy 265 fj
32 Cox, Angelita 292 ^r
157 Cox, Ellen 232 ^
231 Cox, Erin 265 Dabkowski, Julie
276 Cox, John 276 Dabney, David
265 Cox, Kern 206 Dacus, Lindsay
168 Cox, Kirstie 232 Dahms. Mary-Karen
180 Cox, Lisa 146, 147,265 Dakake. Eric
184, 185 Cox, Owen 276 Dalby, Eric
292 Cox, Simon 174 Dale, Joel
231 Cox, Woodrow 232 Daly, Nika
292 Coxe, Kelly 292 Dameron, Jenny
292 Coyle, Abraham 292 Dampf, Tina
219 Cramer, Jane 169,218,232 Dampier, Brentley S.
231 Crandall, David 180 Dancing
231 Cranford, Chad 292 Daniel, Jeffrey
164 Cranford, Steven Russ 232 Daniel. Reese
50 Cranmer, Amy 276 Daniels. Christina
276 Crater, Carrie 12 Daniels. Jack
276 Crawford, Brynsley Jill 232 Danowski, Doug
218 Crawford. Cameron 144. 145 Dantzler, Austin
186,276 Crawford. Jenni 142 Dantzler, Jeffrey
208 Crawford, Jennifer 265 Dantzler. John
232 Crawford. Katherine 292 Danyel. Marcie
143, 232 Crawford. Katie 166 Dapprich, Cheri
172 Crawford, Leslie 144 Darby, Amanda
292 Crawford, Warren 276 Darden, Frances
180,232 Creech, Constance 292 Darley, Christopher
292 Creech Jr., John 292 Dasenbrock, Ann
276 Creedon, Kevin 172,232 Davenport. Kevin
276 Crenshaw. Jennifer 292 I i.i\. - W.ilkt-i
156,265 Crews, Nicole 292 Davidson, Jennifer
156 Cribb, Leslie 166 Davidson, Rochelle
166 Cribb. Matthew 292 Davis. Allison
292 Cribbs, Jennifer 232 Davis, Amy
232 Crisp, Timothy 276 Davis, Angela
292 Crocker, Beth 194,212 Davis, Catherine
276 Crocker, Celeste 265 [l.ivr. .I.illi'
96 Croley, Derek 180 Davis, Jason
92 Cromer, Brent 180 Davis. Jeff
166 Crop Walk for Hunger 50 Davis, John
292 Cropp, Ashley 144. 145 Davis. Karyn
292 Cross, Brian 232 Davis, Katlna
232 Cross, Jamie 276 Davis, Kelly
157 Crosswell, Kyley 232 Davis. Kimberlee
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































^ Ensembles, Choral 199ft Entrekin, Kristina 235MM aA Epley, Melissa 295ISAf Erisman, Leigh 166M^ Ervin, Jessica 277J^tr Ervin, Ryan 295W^r Ervin, Sean 277
Erwin, Gabriel 295
Eaddy. Brian 295 Erwin, Joey 277
Eads, Erin 144 Eschenbach, Stephanie 166
Eargle, Jason 295 Eskew, Frances Elizabeth 235
Eargle, Kimberly 295 Eskridge, Matt 172
Earley, Jessica 207, 276 Essig, Jeremy 295
Earls, Heli 266 Estes, Alan 295
Earwood, Lloyd H. 235 Estes. Nicole 201
Easier, Farrah 276 Estwick, Lisa 235
Easier, Rebecca 266 Etheridge, Robert 295
Easley, Jaime 295 Eudy, Michael 295
Easley, Jamie 186 Eugene, Ralph 277
Easter, Melanie 276 Evans, Angela 235
Easter, Rebecca 194 Evans, Angie 142, 143
Easterling, Marshall 172 Evans, Christopher 295
Easterling, Meg 166 Evans, Jamal 295
Eaterling, Marshall 172 Evans, Jenn 166
Eaton, Brett 235 Evans, Jennifer 266
Eaves, Matt 157 Evans, Nancy 266
Ebert, Mark 171 Evans, Russ 295
Ebner, Billy 266 Evans, Stella 235
Echols, Susan 266 Evans, William L. 235
Eckel, Laura 295 Evens, Jen 167
Eddy, Robin 266 Everhart, Drew 218
Edens, Michelle 276 Ewald, Dustm 180




Editor's Note 354 ^*m
Edlinski, Brian 180 \
Edmonds, Shea 295 \
Edward J. Geddings, Jr. 237 ^tr
Edwards, Amanda 235 W^
Edwards, Antwan 120 \
Edwards, Courtney 295 i
Edwards, Elizabeth 295
Edwards, Jason 295
Edwards, Jay 276 Faber, Kristen 295
Edwards. Jeff 157 Fabian, Suzann 235
Edwards, Juanita 295 Faircloth, Freddy 157, 295
Edwards, Robert 266 Faircloth, Leisa 201, 266
Edwards, Tricia 166,235 Fairfax, Matthew 295
Edwards, Wesley 295 Falin, James 235
Edwins, Kurt 207 Fallaw, Toney 235
Efird, Anne 180 Fallen to Earth 42
Egemonye, Cheznee 295 Fann, Jeffery 235
Eggers. Michael 295 Fann, Leslie 295
Eggleston, Cary 295 Fanning, Heidi 194,212,266
Ehrich, Jennifer 295 Fant, Kendall 144
Eichelberger, Adam 172 Farish, Amanda 235
Eisenstaedt, Elizabeth 154, 169 Farmer, Kimberly 235
Eisenstaldt, Elizabeth 235 Farmhouse Fraternity 156
Eiseustaedt, Elizabeth 154 Farquhar, Ethan 266
Eiwen, Christa 295 Farr, Dilani 235
Elam, Blaire 295 Farrell, Elizabeth 50
Elam, Cornelius 266 Farris, Richard 295
Elkins, Suzanne 194 Farsiou, Steven 235
Ellenberg, Coleman 166, 167, 276 Farstad, Jocelyn 166
Ellenberg Jr., John F. 235 Farthing, Jennie 144
Ellerbee, Jason 295 Farthing, Jennifer 296
Elliot, Pierre 219 Farthing, Jodie 144
Elliott, Amanda 193,295 Farthing, Robert 296
Elliott, Nicholas 295 Faulk, Kevin 120
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283 Siler, Steven Wayne
315 Silkworth, Kimberly
200 Silkworth, Nichole
255 Silva, Richard De
















283 Simpson, Katherine L.
272 Simpson, Kimberly A.
315 Simpson III, James I.












































































































































































































Stanton, Daniel R. lii
Stanton, Kelly
256 Staples, Joshua 317
316 Starkey, Meredith 142
283 Starling, Robert 284
316 Stasiowski, Sheryl 210 272
316 Statler, James 185
186 Staton, Charles 317
283 Staton, Thomas 257
208 Stauffer, Danielle 219
316 Stechauner, Kern 210
144 Stecher, Jill 142 317
168 Steele, Rebecca 272
316 Steen, Anna 317
316 Steen, Dana 201 272
212,256 Steer, Andrea 257
164 Steer, Mary 317
164, 256 Steese, Stephen 317
283 Stefan-Dogar, Dragos 272
186 Stefanides, Aron 180
272 Stemhilber, Dannen 207
283, 316 Steinhilser, Darren 213
316 Stemen, Jennifer 166 167
316 Stender, Karen 257
316 Stephens, Edric 148 257
157, 272 Stephens, Hollie 212
316 Stephens, Lakeiya 284
144, 316 Stephens, Michael 284
283 Stephenson, Bret 317
272 Stephenson, Rob 272
283 Sterling, Danina 272
186 Stevenson, Heathjer 212
144, 283, 316 Stevenson, Kathryn 272
283 Stevenson, Kristin 142
256 Stevenson, Marvaretta 317
283 Stever, Jason 180 218
272 Stewart, Amy 317
283 Stewart, Dane 284
316 Stewart, David 317
201 Stewart, Patrick 257
316 Stigliano, Michael 257
316 Stima, Daniel 272
283 Stipe, Catherine 144 317
219 Stith, Anthony 164
316 Stith, Michael 272
256 Stober, Bradley 284
194,283 Stockman, Jennifer 317
256 Stoia, Christopher 257
316 Stoia, Kenneth 317
316 Stokely, Elizabeth 317
283 Stokes, J. P. 317
110 Stokes, Kelli 317
142, 143 Stokes, Kenta 284
186 Stokes, Kristie 317
316 Stone, Earl 317
149 Stone, Jason 172 209
316 Stone, Joshua 317
256 Stone, Sara 219,317
274 Stoneburner, Braden 157
316 Storey, Heidi 317
199 Storey, Holly 272
316 Storey, Josh 317
272 Story, Craig 317
317 Story, Jeffrey 257
204, 256 Stovall, Lindsay 169, 218,257
172 Stover, Carly 317
317 Strait, John 317
218 Straughn, Jamie 317
256 Strauss. Heather 317
272 Streater, Paul 148
317 Street, Jill 317
317 Strickland, Lea 193
256 Strickland, Leah 257
317 Strickland, Thomas 317
272 Stricklin, Shelby 219 , 317
283 Strumfelz, Mandy 257
98 Student Life 6,26
283 Student Nurses Association 214
256 Students for Environmental Awareness 213
317 Stukes, James 257
350 Sturmfelz, Mandy 193
219, 317 Sturtevant, Leslie 272
149 Stutts, Brad 174
166,317 Suber, Jason 257
184 Suber, Laquinias 257
283 Suggs, Caroline 317
317 Sugrue, Kevin 317
201 Suit, Lori 257
172 Sullivan, Aimee 154
272 Sullivan, Courtney 144













































































257 Taylor. Tami 166 Tompkins. Art 193
166 Taylor. Tanya 318 Tompkins. Chris 319
174 TDs 24 Toole. Charlotte 319
318 Teer. Marguerite 284 Tootle, Lynn 172
318 Tellingman. Avery 318 Torr, Lauren 166 V
I318 Temple. Jennie 318 Torres. Jennifer 258 \
167 Tenaro, Joseph 318 Torres. JHennifer 193 ^
166 Tencate, Kirsten 318 Torres. Karla 319 1
272 Tenenzapf. Suzanne K. 154 Tortora, Scott 149 284
318 Tennyson. Alfred 352 Toubakans, Michael 171 Vail, John
257 Terrapins 116 Touzel, Jeremy 319 Vail III. John
2 Terry, Matthew 318 Tower, Holly 319 Valdez, Jeffrey
142 Terry, Tiel 144 Towne II, Charles 258 Valentine. Charles
257 Terry, Will 272 Townsend, Deedee 258 Valicenti. Joseph
142 Thames, Tara 144 284 Track 132 Van. Eugene
257 Thayer, Jeffrey 258 Travers, Adam 319 Van, Sydney L. Blancom
72, 218,257 Theiling, Dale 273 Travis, Amanda 259 VanderVeen, Kelly
284 Thomas, Blake 186 Travis, Silvia 319 Vann, Lauren
212 Thomas, Brian 258 Trawick, Kathryn 273 Vanreenen, Erika
318 Thomas, Dismukes 258 Traynham, Chris 259 Varadi, Mark
257 Thomas, Kevin 318 Traywham, Catherine 259 Varcho, Kelly
284 Thomas, Kristen 318 Traywick, Mary 144 145 Varkoly, Glen
318 Thomas, Matthew 318 Traywick. Sally 166. 167 259 Varnado, Jason
318 Thomas, Miles 318 Treadway, Tammy 319 Varner, William
209. 272 Thomas B. Gue. Jr. 238 Treadwell. Angela 284 Vaughan, Mary
318 Thomas Massey. Jr. 306 Tretola, Anne-Lise 259 Vaughan, Melissa
318 Thomason, Carrie Ann 142 318 Trexler, Carolyn 154 201 Vaughan, William
134 Thome, Eric 168 284 Trezona, Russ 174 Vaughn, Amy
154, 284 Thompson, Amy 142 318 Tribble Center 50 Vaughn, Jennifer
157. 272 Thompson, Ben 180 Trickett, Tommy 164 Vaughn, Michael
157. 318 Thompson, Charles 318 Tripp, Brian L. 259 Vaught, Taryn
272 Thompson, Chris 318 Tripp. Wingard 259 Veltidi, Sally
201.257 Thompson, Christy 142. 143 258 Troup, Sarah 144 319 Vernon, Ashley
318 Thompson, Erica 273 Trout, Bradley L. II 259 Vernon, Elizabeth
284 Thompson, Graison 318 Truesdale, Trend 193 319 Vestal, Emily
142 Thompson, Jason 258 Vey, Meredith
318 Thompson, Jay 164 Vickers, Lisa
257 Thompson, John Michael 318 Tucker, Drenen P. Jr 14 Vickery, Robin
318 Thompson, Jordan 318 Tucker, Elizabet 166, 167, 16 Vidrine, Drouet
318 Thompson, Kari 258 Tucker, Joh 25 Villeponteaux, Heather
284 Thompson, Kristi 319 Tulbentci, Kaa 25 Vinarski, Joseph
257 Thompson, Lauren 284 Tumblin, Brando 31 Vincent, Gordon
Thompson, Lilly 142, 143 258 Turner, Anitr 144 , 25 Vincent. Marni
Thompson, Patrick 319 Turner, Chri 18 Vinson. Jason
Thompson, Sandra 258 Turner, Clif 18 Vinson, Phillip
Thompson, Scott 172 Turner, Gregor 31 Virginia Cavaliers
Thompson, Shanna 284 Turner, Joh 25 Vissage, Gregory
Thompson, Shannon 284 Turner, Ki 142
,
28 Viverito, Cara
Thompson, Tabitha 319 Turner, Lor 142, 143, 169. 218. 25 Voigt, Jennifer
Thompson, Tracy 258 Turner, Luk 27 Volleyball
Thompson, Troy 273 Turner, Mik 18
Thomson, Heather 258 Turner, Susi 144 , 31
Thorne, Brittonni 319 Tuten, Tha 17
Thrailkill, Margaret 273 Tuten, Thaddeu 25
Thrasher, Bryan 164 Tuttle, France 27
30 Threatt, Heather 319 Tyler, Caroline L 25 A
284 Thrift, Jason 319 Tyler, Carri 31 \ i
154 Thrift, Melanie 319 Tyler, Layl 14 ^ f
257 Thrift, Nulanie 154 Tyndale, Scot 31 ^J
166 Thurmond, Strom 149 Tyner, Joe 28 ^kf
164. 284 Tidd, Chad 319 Tyner, Richi 172 , 31
166 Tiemann, Carl 319 Tyner, Stephani 19C . 28 Wadford, Julie
318 Tiger Town Tavern 24 Tyrell, Jame 31 Wageninge. Robert Van
258 Tigerama 16 Tyrell, Ji 18 Wages, Scott
318 Tildsley, Caroline 284 Tysinger, Hanna 28 Wake Forest
318 Tiller, Josh 172 Tyson, Amand 28 Wakefield, Heather
318 Tilley, Kevin 319 Walden, Alana
193 Tillnrson, Kelly 319 Walden, Carrie
258 Tillman, James E. 258 Waldrop, Paige
272 Tillman, Kimberly 176
,
258 Walker, Bill
318 Timmerman, Kimberly 284 Walker. Brooklyn
318 Timmons, Dana 284 Walker, Cathleen
272 Tippett, Brooks G. 258 Walker, Chad
272 Tipton, Amanda 319 fc fc Walker, David
258 Tischler, Amy 144 1 m Walker, Heather
318 Tisdale, Anna 273 1 JL Walker, Rebecca
258 Titus, Garren 319 v./V' W.iiker, Robert
284 Titus, Todd 168 ,273 Vr Walker, Ryan
318 Tobias, Jack 157 Walker, Tara
272 Todd, Herbert Melvin 258 Ungefug, Donald A 149 Wall, Alecia
144 Todd, Jelfrey 258 Unger, Rena 273 Wall, Kemp Battle
207, 258 Todd, Jill 142, 143,258 Union Renovations 64 Wall, Melanie
284 Todd, Lee 149 Upp, James 207 Wallace, Stacey
318 Todd, Marvin 227 Urban, Charity 284 Walser, Kirby
284 Todd. Michael 184
,
185 Urness, Robert 319 Walsh. Phil
Tolbert, Trey 186 Mi ., i.i |ti>ii|,imiii 259 Walter, Jason
186 Tolson. Noah 172 , 258 USC Day 24 Walter, Kyle
318 Tolson, Noan 172 Utsey. Alan 284 Walters, Tara














































































































































































































































260 Williams, Jason A.














116, 120 Williams, Nancy
285 Williams. Shannan
321 Williams, Zach




285 Willie Austin, Jr.








































































262 Wright, James Nathan






















































































262 Zeta Phi Beta









































































Schlumberger Oilfield Services, Schlumberger
Industries and Schlumberger Technologies






Manager of RecruiDng Coordination
and Universny RelaDons
P.O.Box 2175. Mail Drop 14





P.O. Box 75- 313 N. Hwy. 11
Wed Union South Carolina 29696
TEL.(803) 638-3601 FAX: (803) 638-3868
You're looking for more than a job. You want
a challenging career. One that lets you climb
to the top in your own way. In an environ-
ment that encourages you to reach your peak
both personally and professionally. You're
looking for Schlumberger.
The Schlumberger Companies value
individual initiative. Because that's where
innovation comesfrom. And it has been
innovation, more than any otherfactor, that
keeps Schlumberger at the pinnacle of
achievement in a broad range of technologies.
Ifyou'd rather lead than follow, and enjoy
the recognition that goes with taking
responsibility for the work you direct, contact
us today. We'll give you all the support,
training and opportunity you need to move
forward rapidly. And reach your peak. All it


















AVX Corporation, located in Myrtle
Beach, S.C, is a leading world wide
manufacturer of passive electronic
components. AVX is an innovative, fast
paced organization that is seeking
college graduates who would like the
opportunity to utilize their skills and attain
their professional portential.




Myrtle Beach, SC 29578
Chairman of the Board
/ It's not really his title, but it's definitely his job.Met him on campus a couple of years ago. Someone
knew someone who knew him. Up to his eyeballs in ASICs, with
some off the wall ideas about a high speed, board-level remote
access solution.
His first response to us: "Yeah, right."
So we reminded him about our bold technical
leadership. Except for being surrounded by state-of-the-art
everything, the sharpest minds in technology and the world's
leading systems organization, we told him, he'd practically
be left alone to develop his ideas. Mr. Autonomy.
inTAKE US THERE ^^
Since then he took his idea about remote computing
to the Nth degree. Now it's part of our newest PCMCIA
based remote network computing solutions.
Which brings us back to campus. This
semester we're scouting the country again, looking
for more spirited people and ideas. We're
pushing this company to the Nth degree.

















John A. Fogle, Sr



















Fax (803) 23 1 -67 18
Pennington Seed, Inc.








P.O. Box 7 Clemson. SC 89633
(864) 885-0036 1-800-768-3987
$Uy INN G*»fcd
In communities throughout the South, you '11find true Southern Hospitality
at Jameson Inns. Our comfortable decor, friendly staff and reasonable
rates make a stay at our Inn the next best thing to being home.
Four convenient locations near campus:
128 Interstate Blvd, Anderson SC
211 Dayton School Rd, Easley, SC
226 Hitec Rd, Seneca SC
1091 E. Franklin St, Harwell GA Jameson Inn*




the idea ofbeing a part of a winning team of highly
trained professionals appeals to you, read on.
CAPSUGEL, located in Greenwood, S.C., is the larg-
est producer ofempty, hard gelatin capsules in the
world. We are a division of Warner-Lambert, a
world-wide producer of quality health care and con-
sumer products.
CAPSUGEL is an equal opportunity employer, in-
terested in bright, enthusiastic graduates with
degrees in Engineering, Chemistry, Microbiology,
Accounting, Human Resources, Marketing, and
Sales. Ifyou think you would be interested in us,
describe your interests and abilities in a brief let-
ter and send it to:
Human Resources
Capsugel/Warner Lambert





As one of the largest injection molders in the
southeast, McKechnie offers quality products and
premier service in each aspect of its various markets.
These markets include business electronics, power





















CH C. Hassencahl Disk 577
10-31-96 10SDCR43
SMART. TOUGH. PROUD.
These are the qualities it takes to be a major force in the energy
field. These are also the qualities of the people at Solar Turbines,
Incorporated. Our dynamic work environment fosters profes-
sional development and advancement opportunities for talented
individuals. Our new advanced-technology programs, directed
at producing the next generation of highly-efficient industrial
gas turbines, have created opportunities in a variety of positions
for Mechanical Engineers.
As a subsidiary of Caterpillar, Inc., Solar Turbines is a world
leader in the production of gas turbine-driven gas compressor
sets, pump-drive packages and generator sets used throughout
the oil and gas industry. We provide rugged, quality equipment
to customers in more than 70 nations.
Our emphasis on unsurpassed quality and service is reflected in
the attention we give to developing dynamic careers, supporting
you every step of the way. We invite you to be a part of our
exciting future. Solar offers excellent compensation and ben-
efits, including profit sharing. For more information, contact
Human Resources, SOLAR TURBINES INCORPORATED,
MZ C-8, P.O. Box 85376, San Diego, CA 92186-5376. Fax:





TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR FUTURE, NOW!




The C.F. Sauer Company
Richmond Virginia—
r e e
We hide in the most important places
around the World
We are the World's leading supplier of
copper-clad laminate materials for
electronic printed circuit boards.
You'll never see us, but we're in the very
core of computing, control and
communications. We're in your office,
your car, your home, and we've even
flown in space.
As a unit of AlliedSignal, Inc.,
one of the largest U.S. corporations,
we lead our industry in the research
and development of basic materials,
applications and processes.
Our local facility is located at
500 Westinqhouse Road in historic
Pendleton, South Carolina.
500 Westinghouse Road. Pendleton, SC 29670»(864) 646-831 1»(864) 646-4617 FAX
AlliedSignal
MAU A Human ResourceDevelopment CompanyInc.
Recruiting, Contracting and Outsourcing
A iken*Anderson'Augusta'FZasley* Thornson'Spartanburg
The Employment Outlook is tremendous!! MAU, Inc. has
been in business since 1973. We are the leading staffer of
professional, techincal and administrative positions in the
Southeast with over 500 manufacturing and service companies













301 (irrrru- Slirrl. Augutl*. <iA 10901
fu 706-724 11701 • I Mill 74217 63SQ< 'omputervc com
World technology leader in the design and manufacture of
welding and cutting systems for industrial
and commercial markets.




Excellent benefits and salary programs.
Located near Myrtle Beach!
For more information, please contact:
ESAB WELDING & CUTTING PRODUCTS
P.O. Box 100545
Florence, SC 29501
Attn: Human Resources - Engineering
BOWERS
IMPORTS • EXPORTS
MARKETING OF TEXTILE FIBERS AND BY-PRODUCTS









WE RENT, REPAIR, PAINT, ERECT OR MAKE
ANY KIND OF SIGN ANYWHERE
(864)271-1184
BENSON L. BAGWELL, P.M.P,
1 00 College Avenue
Clemson, South Carolina 2963
1




1~5r)irr5, bakrpor stTchors, caps and
MUQ5, MOM©0tO5, QlaSS^jJOTG, to»J>-
?
chairs, h<ats, no^ebadgcas, atc-p
lAfe'll put your logo anywhertf'
Call for pricing/ideas/catalogs
1-800-344-6753
SE STRUCTURAL AND REINFORCINGSTEELSOUTH CAROLINA STEEL CORPORATION
113£ Warehouse Court, Taylors, SC 296S7
(Sty 244-2*60
a United Mechanical Corporation
Heating and Air Conditioning





731 ROSEWOOD DRIVE (603) 799-6M3





Thomson Roofing & Metal Company
Commercial - Industrial
All Types of Roofing
P.O. Drawer 239 - Thomson, GA 30824
Office (706) 595-2863
Fax (706) 595-7 1 34
346 | J Advertising
Look To The Future
Look To Fluor Daniel
h'luor Daniel. .1 diversified services enmpam
operating in more than SO countries, salutes
Clemson University's Class of 1997
When you want to build your career,
look to a cornpam with experience
in huildinu the world.
FLUOR DANIEL
100 Flour Daniel Drive • Greenville, SC 29607 • 864-281-4400
CLEMSONUNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
Congratulations to the Class of 1997!
Come Back to See Us When You Visit.




















Open M-F, 8:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m. in the Dillard Building.
Also visa the Union Copy Shop in the Union at the Courtyard Level.
M-T/i 8:00 a.m. -8 p.m. , F 8 a.m. -5 p.m. and Sun 2 p.m. -8 p.m.
m. /
2 Convenient Locations:
ANDERSON, SC SENECA, SC









C. DOUGLAS WILSON CO., INC.
PARTNERSHIP;
CO,, INC.
SEKVIXG SOUTH CAROLMA SWCE 1928
•Greenville




























3AILY * Selling Agent and Factor tor Textile Mills(201) 656-7777 From NYC (212) WO-7777
^
Support our advertisers







3n Sxip^pjoni of, the Qolf JWafeAAwnai
Unsurpassed, theworld over
348 jn% Advertising
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Final Thoughts . .
.
Done . . . that is the only word I can muster. The 1997
TAPS was a real learning experience for me. I now completely
understand the meaning of the word 'stress'. At the same time,
I found determination was empowering. A good scream also
helps. I will always remember digging through boxes, trying to
select pictures, and hearing " BamBam just crashed". However
I think that the late night talks and watching Ryan and Dane
play Punch Out will be more memorable. I always thought I
had already learned most of what I needed to survive. Was I
ever wrong! Being editor-in-chief was an event that I would not
trade for the world. I would like to wish the best of luck to the
1 998 TAPS editor and staff. As for myself, I am going to drag

















The 1997 TAPS would not have been possible without the genius of several people. I would
like to thank the following:
Jenna - For sharing the stress. You kept me on my toes.
Erin(Ern) - Getting the job done. I am glad someone was organized.
Ryan - You did a great job with photos ( and listening to me vent).
Ross - 1 wish I had half your energy. Good luck next year.
Kristina - For being reliable and doing the layouts.
John - For helping with Opening and Closing. (all the copy).
Brad - For being the staff "psychologist". You saved everyone therapy bills.
Kerry/Karen - You were a wonderful/terrific Promotions/Encouragement Editor.
Austin - For saving us several times with your pictures.
Summer - For taking pictures and always smiling.
Mike - For getting us the sports info..
Junior Staff- For sticking with us even though you knew were all crazy
The Tiger - For computers and pictures .
Reveille - All the support.
The Chronicle - Giving us a 'memory'.
Julie and Carrie - For answering all my questions.
Susan - Helping us keep our funds together.
Claude - For being the 'middleman' between TAPS and Jostens.
The Cleaning Lady - Extra garbage bags.
My friends - Giving me support (Yes, that includes you Pierre, Jenny, Kelly,
Macy, and Andrea).
My roommates (Liz, Jenni, and Jennifer) - For keeping me focused and not complaining
when I came home late and made noise.
My family - For your love.

















Bi inneau Beach, SC



































































The 87th volume of TAPS has a nine by twelve inch and conatians a total
of 384 pages. The paper stock was 80 pound Dull Quintessence manufactured
by Northwest Paper Company. The cost of the book was $30 during restistration
$32 afterwards. 4430 copies were printed. Production: TAPS was produced
using four computers: one Power Mac 7500, one Macintosh Quadra 800, one ^
Macintosh Performa 6320, and one Macintosh II. Aldus Pagemaker 6.0 was used m
to develop the pages. Graphic images were produced using Adobe Photoshop
3.0
,
Adobe Illustrator 6.0, Aldus Freehand 4.0a, and Typesetter 2.0. Images were
obtained using a Apple flatbed scanner or a Nikon Coolscan slide scanner. A
Unity 1800XL-O typesetter produced proofing pages prior to printing. Pages were
submitted on 3.5 inch 230 megabyte magneto-optical disk using a Fujitsu DynoMO
drive and 44 Megabyte SyQuest removable hard drive using a Mass Microsystems
DataCart Duet. Cover/Endsheets: The cover is #0480 Matte Black with a Spanish
grain and rub. The text and stamp are #381 Silver Foil. The cover was designed
by the TAPS staff with the assistance of Jostens' artist Jeff Reinhardt The endsheets
were produced on Jostens Pumice #267 with #1 black ink. Printing: Jostens-Winston
Salem was the printer of this book. Claude Saleeby was the company representative,
Jakki Davis was the plant consultant. Their address is: Jostens, 2505 Empire Drive,
Post Office Box 5867, Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27103. Studio Photograohy:
Throton took all the individual portraits for the book. Their address is: Thorton
Photography 40 West 25th Street, New York, New York 10010. Advertising:
Advertising for this book was marketed by students Gordon Milosevic and Angie
Welch. These students were hired by TAPS with the assistance of Kathy Beecher-
Benjamin. Printing and Photography: Except where noted, TAPS staff took the
pictures contained in this book. Nikon F4, Nikon N50, Nikon N90, and Nikon 8008s
cameras were used. Color photographs were shot using 35mm Fuji Velvia and
Provia film. Black and white photography used HFord HP5 400, Kodak T-Max 100,
200, and 400 film. PNC film was used for color neagatives. Scans were produced
directly from film. No portion of this book may be reproduced, published, or used in
promotion without the written permission of the Editor-in-Chief or the Student Media
Advisor. The contents of this book do not nessecarily reflect the views ofClemson University.
Any questions or requests should be directed to: TAPS, Post Office Box 2216, Clemson,
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